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TUESDAY, .JUNE 17, 1997
7:30 a.m. - 9:00 a.m.

Breakfast

Lobby Outside
Ballroom West - Hotel

"Coffee Talk" with Jody Kretzmann (optional)
9:00 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.

Team Time

Butler University
Calvin College
nJPlJl (Service Learning/'ioluntary Services)
IUPUI (Education/N ursing/Social Work)
Millikin University
Purdue University West Lafayette
Purdue University North Central
Rockford CollegOe
Valparaiso Universi ty

See List Below
Conference Center 204
Conference Center 212
Conference Center 224 N
Conference Center 224 S
Conference Center 224 Lobby
Conference Center 138
Ballroom East
Ballroom East
Ballroom West

Suggested Tearn Task:
•
Begin to Quantify Objectives (Planning Step #2)

10:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.

1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.

Interactive Workshop
on Institutional Change
•

Ballroom West - Hotel
Barbara Walvoord, Director, Kaneb Center for Teaching and Learning
University of Notre Dame

*

Following this workshop, schedule times with consultants

Team Time (Pick up Box Lunch)

See 9:00 a.m. list

Suggested Team Tasks
•
Complete Objectives (Planning Step #2)
•
Analyze internal and external factors affecting the task (Planning Step #3)
•
Determine Available Resources (Planning Step #4)
•
Scheduled Time with Consultants
•
Identify Critical Issue to be discussed at next session
Continuous Break Service Available in Conference Center and outside Ballroom

4:00 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.

Sharing/Troubleshooting of Critical Issues Ballroom West - Hotel

5:30 p.m.

Dinner on your own
Free TimelTeam TimelEntertainment

WEDNESDA y, .JUNE 18, 1997
7:30 a.m. - 9:00 a.m.

9:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.

Breakfast

Lobby Outside
Ballroom West - Hotel

Resource People Meeting

Ballroom West - Hotel

Team Time

See Tuesday 9 a.m. list

Suggest Team Task:
•
Begin to identify and consider alternative approaches (Planning Step #5)
•
Choose methods and develop tasks, with responsibilities and deadlines
(Planning Step # 6)
•
Begin to develop an evaluation plan (Planning Step #7)
•
Prepare 10 minute presentation

11:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. Lunch and Sharing of Resources
12:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.

Presidents Room - Hotel

Team Presentations using Tuning Protocols Ballroom West - Hotel
(10-15 minute presentations with protocol for feedback and development.)

2:30 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.

Evaluation of Institute and Closing

3:00 p.m.

Departure

Ballroom West - Hotel

(

AGENDA
UNIVERSITIES AS CITIZENS

SUMMER PLANNING INSTITUTE
June 16 - 18, 1997

lVIONDAY. JUNE 16. 1997
10:30 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. UAC Registration and Hotel Check-in
12:00 p.m. - 12:45 p.m. Lunch

Presidents Room - Hotel
Welcome Address by William Plater, Dean of [he Faculties
Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis

12:45 p.m. - 1:00 p.m.

Adjourn to first workshop

1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.

Interactive Workshop on Assessment
•

Ballroom West - Hotel

Amy Driscoll, Director, CommunityfUniversi[y Partnerships,
Portland State University

3:00 p.m. • 3:15 p.m.

Break

3:15 p.m. - 5:15 p.m.

Institute Overview/Team Introduction

5:15 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.

Break (Check into hotel)

6:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.

Dinner by Affinity Group

Bistro Lobby
(Second Floor Hotel Lobby)

7:00 p.m.• 7:45 p.m.

Keynote Speaker

Conference Center Auditorium

•

John "Jody" Kretzmann
Asset-Based Community Development Institute
Northwestern University

7:45 p.m. - 8:15 p.m.

Questions and Answers

8:15 p.m.• 9:00 p.m.

Team Meetings
Suggested Team Task:
•
•

Ballroom West - Hotel

Outline plan of action for rest of team time
Clarify the task (Planning Step #1)

Ballroom West - Hotel
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RESOURCE ASSIGNMENTS
Butler University

Kate Gill Kressley

Calvin College

Lisa McGettigan Chambers

IUPUI (Education, Nursing, Social Work)

JoAnn Campbell

IUPUI (OSLlOSVCS)

Audrey Todd

Millikin University

Nancy Scott

Purdue University North Central

Theresa Ludwig

Purdue University West Lafayette

Joyce Johnstone

Rockford College

Shawn Sweeney

Valparaiso University

Peter Young

INSTITUTE FACULTY BIOS
JOANN CAMPBELL
JoAnn Campbell is the Indiana University Community Service Associate at the Center on Philanthropy,
where she coordinates the integration of community service and academic study on all eight campuses.
She is a member of the Universities as Citizens project planning committee and has been actively involved
in the planning and implementation of the Universities as Citizens colloquiums and Summer Planning
Institute. JoAnn completed a master's degree at Penn State and a doctorate at the University of Texas at
Austin in English, with a specialization in rhetoric and composition. She taught undergraduates in the
English Department at IU Bloomington before coming to the Center on Philanthropy last summer.

AMY DRISCOLL
Dr. Driscoll is Director of CommunitylUniversity Partnerships at Portland State University where she
supports faculty efforts to connect the academic content of their courses with community service. In that
role, she works with faculty to extend their teaching repertoires, to try new instructional approaches, and
to assess the impact on students and community. She is a Professor of Education and her text Universal
Teaching Strategies is in its second edition and used allover the country. Her work on assessment has
been published in the Michigan Journal of Community Service Learning and the Journal ofPublic Service
& Outreach, and presented at AAHE and discipline related conferences. Dr. Driscoll will present a two
hour interactive workshop on the assessment of campuslcommunity projects.

KATE GILL KRESSLEY
Kate Gill Kressley directs the Civic Engagement Project through Marian College's Office of Mission
Effectiveness. This effort, funded by the W.K. Kellogg Foundation, attempts to integrate theory and
practices of effective citizenship with Marian College's deep institutional tradition of mentoring and
service. This project is exploring how young people are, or could be, engaged in public work with adult
citizens as partners and how those ways contribute to overall youth, civic and community development.
Kate has worked in Indiana and nationally in areas of parent/school/community partnerships, civic
engagement and public work, leadership development, strategic planning, collaboration and systems
change, and evaluation. She has worked in higher education and in state and local education and not-for
profit organizations for over 25 years.

JO ANN INTILI
Dr. Jo Ann K. Intili has provided training and technical assistance since 1981, when she designed and
delivered a variety of workshops targeted for middle managers and office staff in both non-profit and
private organizations. More recently, as a part of Project STAR, Dr. Intili has been providing training and
technical assistance in evaluation to Learn and Service programs and Senior Corps Program Directors. In
addition to this work, she has specialized in research design and evaluation. As part of this emphasis, in
the period from 1985 through the present, she has worked with California's Department of Education on
the need for and capacity available to address adult education needs. She has evaluated the impact of
workplace and family literacy on the clients they served. She has worked on assessing needs for legal
and other services in Florida, Texas, and California. She has a Ph.D. from Stanford University.

JOYCE JOHNSTONE
Joyce Johnstone is chair of the Education Department at Marian College, a post she has held for eighteen
years. She has been active in teacher education issues, serving as state president of the Indiana
Association of Colleges of Teacher Education for two terms, and president of the Indiana Association of
Teacher Educators for one term. She has also served on numerous committees and task forces at the
national and state level. She serves as a member of the Board of Examiners for the Indiana Professional
Standards Board. Her interest in parent engagement have led to several grants and projects in this area,
and she has led efforts at her college to integrate service learning into the curriculum, especially around the
theme of understanding the role of parents. She was an Indiana Campus Compact Faculty Fellow during
the 1995-96 year and is a member of the Indiana Campus Compact Advisory Board.

JOHN (JODY) KRETZMANN
Dr. Kretzmann is Co-Director, with John McKnight, of the Asset-Based Community Development
(ABCD) Institute. He also is the co-author of Building Communities From the Inside Out: A Path
Toward Finding and Mobilizing a Community's Assets. Dr. Kretzmann has worked to develop
community oriented public policy at the national, state, and local levels. In Chicago, he served as chair of
the Neighborhood Planning Committee for Mayor Harold Washington, and was an active policy
consultant through Washington's four and a half years in office. He serves on a wide range of civic and
community boards, and as a trustee of the Wieboldt Foundation. Dr. Kretzmann will speak on issues
related to supporting community-based efforts to rediscover local capacities and to mobilize citizens'
resources to solve problems.

CATHERINE LUDLUM
Cathy Ludlum is an Assistant Professor of Philosophy at Indiana University East where she incorporates
service learning into three of her courses. Cathy was a member of the first class of Indiana Campus
Compact Faculty Fellows and went on to serve as the Senior Fellow during the 1996-97 school year. She
is one of four partners involved in a successful Service Learning Coordinator project that links two
colleges and two community based organizations in Richmond, Indiana in an effort to enhance service
learning. In addition, Cathy serves on the Executive Committee of Indiana Campus Compact's Advisory
Board and recently completed a year tenure as the Coordinator of IU East's Office of Service Learning -
an office which she helped to found. Cathy received her Ph.D. in Philosophy from Northwestern
U ni versi ty.

THERESA LUDWIG
Theresa Ludwig has served as the Service Learning Director at Earlham College for the past five years.
During her tenure at Earlham, the program has developed to include several new service initiatives. In her
role as director, she serves as advisor to student initiated service efforts and works collaboratively with the
student staff to match students and their interests and skills to the needs of the community. She works
proactively with nonprofit organizations and schools to develop service learning placements and with
faculty members to integrate service learning into the curriculum. She also directs the Bonner Scholars
Program, a four year community service scholarship and serves as a member to the Indiana Campus
Compact Advisory Board. Theresa also is actively involved in several local community organizations as a
bo~d m~mber and volunteer. She has a BS in Communication and Psychology from the University of
WISCOnSIn - Stevens Point and is pursuing her MA in Philanthropic Studies at Indiana University.

RANDALL OSBORNE
Randall Osborne received his undergraduate degree in psychology from Indiana University in
Bloomington in 1985. He received his Ph.D. in Social Psychology from the University of Texas at Austin
in December 1989. Randall's areas of research include the self-concept and self-esteem development and
enhancement, factors that promote recovery from biased first impressions, and the relationship between
personality variables and social information processing. Randall has written a textbook titled Self: An
Eclectic Approach that has just been published by Allyn & Bacon. Randall is interested in building
partnerships between the campus and the community and has developed several service learning based
courses fat the IU East campus. Randall is currently an Indiana Campus Compact Faculty Fellow and is
finishing a two year term as President of the Mental Health Association in Wayne County.

LISA MCGETTIGAN CHAMBERS
Lisa McGettigan Chambers is the Director of the Michigan Campus Compact (MCC) which is based in
East Lansing, Michigan. Lisa received her BS in Communication at the University of Wisconsin-Stevens
Point. She earned a Masters degree in Educational Psychology with a College Student Development
emphasis at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln in Lincoln, Nebraska.
Before coming to MCC, Lisa worked at Kent State University as the coordinator for leadership
development in the Student Activities Office. While writing her masters thesis on the evaluation of an
Emerging Leader Class, that she helped to create and teach Lisa began to make the connection of service
learning to student leadership development. This interest continued and expanded as she worked with
student leaders at Kent State and St. Norbert College. Lisa is interested in service as it relates both within
and outside the classroom to students' growth and development.

NANCY HARTMAN SCOTT
Nancy Hartman Scott is Director of Mentoring & Service Learning at Marian College in Indianapolis. She
works with facul£y, staff, and students to promote service learning through workshops, grants, and
course revisions. Nancy has a background working in community-based organizations and is particularly
interested in promoting symbiotic relationships between the academy and the community-based
organization. She has organized comprehensive introductory workshops for faculty interested in
integrating service learning into their courses. These workshops are open to community representatives
interested in finding out more about the academic side of service learning. Nancy has Specialist and
Master's degrees in Education.

SHA\VN SWEENEY
Shawn Sweeney is currently the Executive Director of Illinois Campus Compact for Community Service.
Shawn also has served as a Team Leader with AmeriCorps*National Civilian Community Corps in
Maryland, and as both a VISTA volunteer and Special Projects Coordinator with the Pennsylvania Institute
for Environmental and Community Service Learning in Pennsylvania. She has coordinated, and presented
at various service and education related conferences and workshops in Illinois, Pennsylvania, Arkansas,
Massachusetts, and New York, as well as participating in an environmental service learning project in
Novgorod, Russia. Shawn brings her experience as a participant and coordinator of service programs at
the K - i 2, Higher Education and Corps level.

AUDREY TODD
Before assuming her responsibilities as the Executive Assistant to the President of Manchester College,
Dr. Audrey Todd was Assistant Dean of Student Development and Director of Multicultural Affairs. In
addition she maintains a role as an Assistant Professor in the Department of Psychology. Dr. Todd earned
her B.A. degree in Psychology from the University of Virginia at Charlottesville, V A in 1985 and her
Ph.D. in 1992 from Kansas State University, Manhattan, KS. Her dissertation was titled An Assessment
of African American Student's Perceptions of Factors that Foster or Impede Their Academic Progress on a
Predominately \Vhite Campus. This was a comprehensive examination of African American students'
perception of their experiences and selected aspects of the campus environment at a predominantly white
land-grant institution. Audrey is a member of the Indiana Campus Compact Advisory Board

BARBARA WALVOORD
Dr. Walvoord is the Director of The Kaneb Center for Teaching and Learning at the University of Notre
Dame. She also is a Concurrent Professor of English. Dr. Walvoord has been the Director of five faculty
development programs, each of which received national awards and/or recognition. Dr. Walvoord's
recent publications include In the Long Run: A Study of Faculty in Three Writing-Across-the-Curriculum
Programs (1997) and the award-winning video, Making Large Classes Interactive (1995). Dr. Walvoord
will present a three hour interactive workshop on institutional change and community engagement.

PETER YOUNG
Peter Young received a bachelor's degree from Central Michigan University in 1993 with a major in
Interpersonal and Public Communication and a minor in social Work and a master's degree in Student
Personnel Administration in Higher Education from Ball State University in 1995. Currently, working as
the associate director of Leadership and Service Programs at Ball State, Peter is responsible for advising
Student Voluntary Services, recruiting and working with local community service agencies for service
program development and collaborating with academic departments to implement service learning
components in the curriculum. Peter serves as the chairperson of the Indiana Campus Compact Executive
Committee of the Advisory Board, a member of the Delaware County Coalition of Human Services and
the Points of Light Foundation. He co-founded the east central Indiana Association for Volunteer
Administration. Peter serves as a member of Delaware County Big Brothers-Big Sisters board of
directors.

Universities as Citizens

Summer Planning Institute
Team Abstracts
Butler University

Indianapolis, IN

The key issues that our team will address during the Institute are central to our mission and
continued growth in the areas of community-based learning and citizenship in today ' s society : ( l )
We will first grapple with what the term "schobrship of engagement" could me3.I1 within our
campus culture; (2) We will de velop a practical and assessable plan of action for future
development of our emerging Center for Citizenship and Community as it relates to student, faculty
and staff involvement in the "scholarship of engagement;" (3) We will chart milestones that have
already been made in this area e.g. extending the community-based learning components of our
curriculum and the Center for Citizenship :md Community Lectures Series: (4-) We will build upon
the current campus culture to develop a new aspect of an existing course andJor an entirely new
course that will engage students and faculty in a new type of learning environment based within the
community.

Calvin College

Grand Rapids, NIl

Calvin College provides strong institutional support through its Service-Learning Center for more
than 1000 students, 30 courses and 75 community organizations involved in service learning each
semester. However, it does not have an institutional plan for partnering with the local community
for community development. The focus of the Calvin team is to develop a plan for creating
consensus for a campus wide vision for community partnership. This will include dialogue with
community-based organizations, building "grass-roots" support among students and faculty and
incorporating this vision within Calvin's five-year strategic plan.

IUPUI

Indianapolis, IN

Schools of Education, Nursing, and Social Work
IUPUI Schools of Education, Nursing, and Social Work have come together to form a partnership
with public schools in the ill'<"W A neighborhood. The purpose of this partnership is to build the
infrastructure for interprofessional collaboration among the Schools, and to link
teaching/research/service activities with the expressed needs of the UNW A community and its five
IPS schools. One of the proposed outcomes of this project is service learning activities for
students in the three schools. These service learning activities will support the model of full
service schools.

IUPUI

Indiana polis, IN

Office of Service Learning
The IUPUI team will address how we can improve the quality and quantity of existing programs
within the Office of Service Learning and the Office of Student Voluntary Community Service, add
new programs to their portfolios, and develop an agenda for the proposed Center for Public
Service and Leadership that will focus on improving community connections and integrating
community engagement within teaching, research, and service activities.

Millikin University

Decatur, IL

The key issues for tills planning institute center around setting standards and outcomes for
implementing, and methods for evaluating service learning integrated into the academic focus of all
26 sections of the new introductory University Seminar and into the co-curricular focus of the 3-5
day "First Week" orientation preceding the beginning of classes for all 520 incoming first year
students. One year goals include the Summer 1997 planning, the Fall 1997 implementation and the
Spring 1998 evaluation and revision of service learning in University Seminar and First Week.

Purdue University North Central

Westville, IN

The Purdue University North Central Campus Compact team will use the opporrunities presented
by the Summer Planning Institute to establish the foundations on which to construct a viable.
efficient program of campus and community engagement. Our first and primary task will be to
establish an infrastructure of personnel, offices, and tasks with which to organize and facilitate the
variety of efforts associated with the Universities as Citizens concept. The Summer Institute
presents our university with a unique and welcome opportunity to establish mechanisms of
coordination and creation with which to enhance our interaction with the surrounding communities.

Purdue University

West Lafayette, IN

A team representing several key groups on campus will formulate a plan for a cross-disciplinary
"Committee for Citizensillp Education through Service Learning and Community Engagement"
(CCESLCE) and prepare guidelines for such a committee. The CCESLCE. modeled on the
successful Committee for the Education of Teaching Assistants, will explore and move forward the
institutionalization of a scholarship of engagement at large, research-oriented universities such as
Purdue - by raising awareness, pooling information and ideas, and by benchmarking. Tills
indirect and gradualist approach to furthering the scholarsillp of engagement should be very
acceptable at Purdue University, and offers the best path to long-term success.

Rockford College

Rockford, IL

Rockford College will support a program designed to establish more explicitly the spirit of service
on our campus by creating special community-based learning activities for all in-coming freshmen
by increasing the number of community-based learning opporrunities for students throughout our
academic programs and by strengthening our collaboration with community organizations. More
specifically, we hope to acquire the tools needed to: 1) Develop improved methods of assessment
for our current community-based learning program; 2) Revise our current community-based
learning sequence for freshman; 3) Develop an action plan for our Community-based Learning
Advisory Board.
Our proposal outlines the key issues we would address to strengthen our pursuit of continuing the
development of community-based learning at Rockford College.

Valparaiso University

Valparaiso, IN

Valparaiso University's commitment to service learning is manifest in administrative support,
faculty leadership, involvement in Indiana Campus Compact, and continual growth in initiatives on
campus including a major University~wide workshop being planned for May which aims at
expanding curricular offerings and integrating existing student volunteer activities with course
offerings. We wish to participate in the Universities as Citizens Institute to assess our progress on
the action plan devised a year ago and to develop strategies to: a) institutionalize service learning;
b) encourage faculty research using service learning; and c) expand service learning opportunities
for students.
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Participant List
Mark Adler
Student
College of Liberal Arts & Sciences
Butler University
4600 Sunset Avenue
Indianapolis, IN 46408
(P) 1-300-368-6852
madler@butler.edu

Marilyn Asteriadis
Associate Professor of Nursing
Purdue University North Central
LSF 66A
Westville, IN 46391
(P) 219-785-5246
(F) 219-785-5495
mja@purduenc.edu

George Averitt
Community Representative &
Guest Lecturer
Purdue University Nonh Central
Tech 136
stville, IN 46391
19-785-5263
_19-785-5528

Richard Balkema
Professor of Political Science
Valparaiso University
HuegJi 306
Valparaiso, IN 46383
(P) 219-464-5262
(F) 219-464-5511
rbalkema@exodus.valpo.edu

Julie Beggs

Mac Bellner

Rufus Cadigan

Project Associate
Indiana Co.mpus Compact
c/o University Place Conference
Center
850 W. Ylichigan. Suite 200
Indianapolis. IN '+6202
(P) 317-274-6500
(F) 317-274-6510
mbellner@iupui.edu

Facultv Coordinator for Communitv
Base-d Learning
,
Rockford College
5050 East State Street
Rockford. IL 61108
(P) 815-226-4108
(F) 315-226-4119

Rhonda Berg
Director. Service Learning Center
Calvin COllege
320 I Burton Street SE
Grand Rapids. MI .+9546
(P) 616-957-6455
(F) 616-95/"-664'+
berg@calvin.edu

Claudia Beversluis
Acting Dean
Calvin College
Department of Psychology
3201 Burton StreetSE
Grand Rapids. MI 49546
(P) 616-957-6271
(F) 616-957-8551
cbeversl@c:ilvin.edu

Mike Boyer
Director of the YMCA
ThlCA
200 Y Blvd.
Rockford. IL 61104
(P) 815-987-2252

JoAnn Campbell
Community Service Associate
IUPLl
Center on Philanthropy
Indianapolis. IN .+6202
(P) 317-:7'+-'+200
(F) 3 I 7-6~4-3900
jocampbe@indiana.edu

Pa tricia Ca rlisle
Director of Student Support Services
Purdue l'ni\ersity ;-.forth Central
LSF 10·18
Westville.I~ 46391
(P) 219-785-5312
(F) 219-7S5-554-'i
pac@purduenc.edu

Robert Chalmers
Associate Dean for Professional
Programs
Purdue l'niversity
Pharmacy Practice
RHPH
West Lafayette. IN -1-7906
(P) 765-.+9.1.1382
(F) 765-.+94-7880
chalmers@pharrnacy.purdue.edu

Nancy Bragg

Assistant Director of Campus
Activities/Coordinator of
Volunteerism & Service Learning
Butler University
4600 Sunset Avenue
Indianapolis, IN 46408
(P) 1-800-368-6852
beggs@butler.edu

Director of Service Learning
Millikin University
1134 W. ylain
Decatur, IL 62522
(P) 217-362-6463
(F) 217-362-6407
nbragg@mail.rnillikin.edu

Anne Belcher

Robert Bringle

Assistant Professor

Professor of Psychology & Director of
the Office of Service Learning

Gayle Cox

IUPUI

Professor

IUPUI
School of Nursing
1111 Middle Drive
465
napolis, IN 46202
17-274-4750
(F) 317-274-1378
abelcher@wpo.iupui.edu

402 North Blackford Street
Indianapolis, IN 46202
(P) 317-274-6753
(F) 317-274-6947
rbringle@iupui.edu

Paul Contino
Associate Professor of Humanities in
Christ College
Valparaiso University
Mueller 120
Valparaiso. IN 46383
(P) 219-464-5023
(F) 219-464-5159
pcontino@exodus.valpo.edu

IUPUI
School of Social Work
902 W. ~ew York St.. ES 4138
Indianapolis. IN 46202
(P) 317-274-6709
(F) 317-274-8630

Amy Driscoll

Darin Greisey

Joyce Johnstone

Director. Community/University
Partnerships
Portland State University
P.O. Box 751
Portland, OR 97207

United Northwest Area Corporation
1100 W. 30th Street
Indianapolis, IN 46208
(P) 317-924-5786
(F) 317-924-5745

Rich Dunsworth

Dan Guillory

Chair. Department of Education
Marian College
3200 Cold Spring Road
Indianapolis. IN 46222
(P) 317-955-6311
(F) 317-955-6448
jvj@marian.edu

Associate Dean of Students
Millikin University
1184 W. Main
Decatur. II 62522
(P) 217-362-6410
(F) 217-362- 6407
rdunsworth@mail.rnilikin.edu

Hardy Distinguished Professor English
Millikin University
1184 W. Main
Decatur. II 62422
(P) 217-424-6257
(F) 217-362-6407
dguillory@mail.millikin.edu

Kathy Engelken

Sharon Hammerich

Vice President for Student Affairs
Rockford College
5050 East State Street
Rockford. IL 61108
(P) 815-226-4045
(F) 815-226-4119

Associate Professor
Butler University
College of Phannacy
4600 Sunset Avenue
Indianapolis. IN 46208
(P) 317-1-800-368-6852
harnmerich@butler.edu

Sharon Farley
Executive Associate Dean

Julie Hatcher

[(]Pur

Assistant Director
Office of Service Learning
IUPUI
355 Lansing Street
Indianapolis. IN 46208
(P) 317-278-2370
(F) 317-278-3602
jhatcher@iupui.edu

School of Nursing
1111 W. Middle Drive
Indianapolis. IN 46202-5107
(P) 317-274-4302
(F) 317-274-2996
sfarley@wpo.iupui.edu

Richard Games

Jeffrey Jones
Director of Campus Relations
Purdue University North Central
Schwartz 141
Westville. IN 46391
(P) 219-785-5281
(F) 219-785-5447
jjones@purduenc.edu

J ennifer Jones Hall
Assistant Dean of Students for Greek
Life and Volunteer Programs
Valparaiso University
Kretzmann Hall
Valparaiso. L.'J 46383
(P) 219-46.1-5411
(FI219-464-5381
jjonesha@zues.valpo.edu

Caryn Kikta
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TUNING PROTOCOL
A Tuning Protocol is a formalized way to get feedback on work in
progress. As with music, this is a rehearsal where the tuning of the
"instrument" is vital to the quality of the "music".

The Process:
1.

Groups Formed
Three groups are formed comprised of three Universities as Citizens campus teams.
The Resource Person assigned to each team will serve as the facilitator for that
team's Tuning Protocol. The Resource Person is responsible for time-keeping and
making sure that feedback is directly related to the work at hand

2.

Presen ta tion

(10 minutes)

The first team has 10 minutes to present their work in progress to the other two
teams of "Tuners". No interruptions or questions are allowed, just listening and
note taking by the Tuners. Presenters may ask for specific feedback or may leave it
open.

3.

Clarifying Questions

(3 minutes max.)

The Tuners may ask clarifying questions after the presentation, but no discussion is
allowed.

4.

Warm Feedback

(5 minutes max.)

Tuners share positive reactions to the presentation. Presenters may only listen and
take notes while Tunes talk.

5.

Cool Feedback

(5 minutes max.)

Tuners ask questions to clarify confusion, gaps, concerns, etc. Presenters may
only listen and take notes while Tuners talk.

6.

Presenters Response

(5 minutes max.)

Presenters respond to those conunents and questions which they choose to respond
to. Tuners are silent.

7.

Debriefing

(3 minutes max.)

Anyone can talk about the process of tuning the presentation. What frustrations or
positive reactions were experienced?

8.

Continuation of Process for Next Teams

(30 minutes each)

9.

Final Debriefing

(5 minutes max.)

TYPICAL PLANNING STEPS
1.

Define the task - specify what is to be accomplished and by when; a
problem to be solved, a project or task to be organized, etc.

2.

Quantify objectives - specify measurable outcomes, and criteria by
which success will be measured.

3.

Analyze internal and external factors affecting the
task --organizational strengths and weaknesses; available capacity;
community resources and support; other "environmental" factors; resources.

4.

Determine available resources - members. staff. communi tv
residents, other volunteers, funds, equipment and supplies.

5.

-

Identify and consider alternative approaches - various
ways in which the task might be completed.

6.

Choose methods and develop task, with
responsibilities and deadlines - what are the steps, who is
responsible, and by what date must each be completed.

7.

Develop an evaluation plan - determine how progress will be
monitored and results evaluated.

SOURCE: From Starting Strong: A Guide (0 Pre·Service Trailling
by MOSAIC.-\. for AmeriCorps

FACTORS THAT AFFECT PLANNING
Parameters for the task:
•
•
•
•

Objectives -- desired results
Deadline
Resources available (people, money, equipment, and
materials)
Required processes or methods

The external environment:
•
•
•
•

Community resources and support
Socioeconomic factors
"Political" climate
Relationships with other organizations

The internal environment:

•
•

Organizational capacity and skills
Organizational weaknesses

SOURCE: From Starring Strong: A Guide to Pre-Service Training
by MOSAICA for AmeriCorps

ACTION PLAN
SAlVlPLE OUTLINE
I.

Introduction/Summary

II.

Advisory Committee lVIember List

III. Rationale (Tie to mission of campus)
IV.

Timeline

V.

Goals/Objectives (see below)

VI.

Responsible Agent

Most action plans include some of the elements in their goals
and objectives section:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Program evaluation
Faculty development
Curricular development
Resource development
Analysis of potential obstacles
Target community agencies/issues
Student constituencies
Community service links on campus (liaison office)

!
0\

DEVELOPING AN ACTION PLAN

' "..'

SOME GUIDING OUESTIONS
Over the past several years, Campus Compact has held national and regional planning institutes for
campuses interested in integrating service learning into the curriculum. A requirement of these institutes
was the preparation and submission of action plans. Lessons learned in developing these action plans
were used to generate the following set of critical questions. These questions can be used to help guide
your planning efforts.

Mission of institution/other commitment
•
What is the mission of the institution and how does our work align with it?
•

Is there an opportunity to strengthen responsiveness to the mission or remedy an imbalance?

•

Has the President made statements in this regard?

•

What is the political climate?

•

In tenus of our campus, how can we explain our project so that definition issues do not hamper
our gaining support for this project?

•

How is what we are proposing different from what is now occurring or has occurred in the past
but at the same time, is just what we need to do now -- an obvious next step to respond to many of
the challenges we face?

Reference 2roups
•
Who does our campus looks to for new ideas?
•

Who is the competition?

•

Are they ahead?

•

Could we move out in front?

State of Affairs
•
What is the current state of affairs regarding the activities that influence our project?

•

Where are the strengths and weaknesses?

•

Where is the money?

•

Where does it come from?

•

What is the first major step we need to take?

Campus Communities and Constituencies
•
Who (in tenus of individuals, offices, committees and task forces, etc.) are potential partners?

•

Who may be eager to hear about Our work?
Alumni
Development office
Career Center
Public and community relations
Student affairs
Campus ministry
Curricular Reform groups
Faculty Development
Centers for Teaching and Learning
Multicultural and diversity initiatives
Administrative offices, such as purchasing and personnel, recreation, training and other
resources in terms of community development
Others?

Campus Communities and Constituencies (continued)
•

Given the different interests of these constituencies, how should our project be "pitched"?

•

Can partners and supporters be enrolled from these areas on a task force or advisory group?

•

Where would we like our efforts housed?

•

What is a good launching pad?

•

What are the implications of our 'launch' site?

Local Community and Constituencies
•

Who are potential partners in our local community?

•

Who may be eager to hear about our work?
Mayor's Office
Volunteer Network
United Way
Neighborhood Associations
Schools and Parentffeacher Organizations
Others?

City Council
Newspaper and other media
Local Citizens League
Religious Institutions

•

What resources do these constituencies and others offer that are not available on campus?

•

Given the different interests of these constituencies, how should our project be "pitched"?

•

Can partners and supporters be enrolled from these areas on a task force or advisory group?

En2a2in2 Key Stakeholders
•

How can stakeholders be identified?

•

What mechanisms will be used to get key stakeholders on board and to support them?

•

Who are the leaders that might get involved?

•

Who are likely torch-bearers?

•

How do we keep everyone informed and on-board?
newsletters
home page
regular meetings
press releases in campus publications

Other TrendslInnovations
•

What other innovations/topics are important on campus?

•

How can we make the connection between these innovations and our project?

Resources
•

What do we need to do our work?

•

What are possible sources of fund?

Adapted from Campus Compact's
"Regional Instirutes: Action
Planning" document
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Action Implementation Plan

Document 3A

1.61.

Briefly restate the desired results and strategies (with revisions as needed):

Complete the followi.ng action implementation plan:
Actions to Be Taken

I

Who is Responsible

I

By When

I

With What Accountability

Cost II
I

I

I

Contmued
COlJ'YrUzht 1994 Amherst H. Wilder Foundation

1.62

Action Implementation Plan (continued)

Actions to Be Taken

Who is Responsible

By When

Note what information will be shared with whom and who is
responsible for doing so. Add this to the communications
plan-Document 2D.

Document 3A

With What Accountability

Total Cost:

Cost

1.A.

Recruit Faculty Director

WHO

TASKS

OBJECTIVES

inform faculty about campus action plan 'Nt'
define tasks of faculty director

WP/JH

$

TIMETABLE

EVIDENCEI" 

Fall 1993

Director hired Feb . 1

Fall 1993

Job description

negotiate with dean for terms of

'Nt'

January 1993

create an application form & process

WP/ER

September 1994

maintain list of interested faculty

Mf

employment

announce appointment in campus paper JH
LB. Hire Assistant Director

Up to date mailing list
Spring 1994

define task of assistant director

WP/ET/KR/ER

August 1993

publicize job in area newspaper

WP/NB

September 1993

establish interview committee

ET/KRIER

September 1993

negotiate terms of employment

'Nt'

October 1993

determine administrative support line

JHIWP/BB

Monthly Meetings

invite participation from faculty

CCT

November 1993

identify community members

CCT

November 1993

identify 2 student members

JIIfMW/ CCT

Novellll>er 1993

draft letter of interest

'Nt'

December 1993

draft letter of appointment

ffi

January 1994

1.A . Establish an Advisory
Committee

Page 1

letter sent to faculty

AD hired Nov. 1

APPENDIX A
ACTION PLAc"f FOR
COMYfUNITY-BASED SERVICE-LEARNING

VALPARAISO UNIVERSITY
SPRING 1996
L Introduction

This document proposes an action plan to expand and further integrate community-based
service-learning into the academic curriculum of Valparaiso University.
A Rationale
B. Timeline
C. Goals and Objectives for
1. Local community organizations
2. Students
3. Teaching faculty and support staff
4. Valparaiso University as an institution
D. Specific activities for these constituencies

II. Rationale
Valparaiso University has already taken significant steps toward integrating community-based
service-learning into its cumculum:
A Established an adrninistrative base
B. Received state-funded incentive grants to develop courses
C. Established ongoing courses in two Colleges
D. Developed the International Service major
E. Supported faculty and staff in attending regional and national conferences
F. Placed in its Catalog notice of service-learning courses

But in order to meet its Nfission Statement commitment: "To prepare students for service to
the world and to the Church," Valparaiso must expand and further integrate the community
based service-learning initiative into its curriculum.
ill Timeline

The projected timeline of this plan is five years, from Fall 1996 through Spring 2001.
IV.

~als

While significant institutional support for this plan is already in place, realizing a program of
academic excellence and significant community service will require work toward these further
goals:

A Respond to the real needs oflocal agencies by attentive consultation with their
representatives

Appendix A
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B. Involve students in the planning as well as perfonnance of service-learning projects
C. Increase current levels of faculty support and participation
D. Expand institutional support for the endeavor

v.

Objectives and Actions for Local Community Agencies

In order to respond to the real needs oflocal community agencies, we propose the following
steps.

A. Plan preliminary activities
1. Survey current university-community partnerships
2. Solicit advice from local agency representatives to plan and develop further
work
3. Enlarge survey to discover other possible partnerships
4. Make necessary contacts in this group
B. Increase community awareness
1. Gain press and media coverage of project
2. Publish a newsletter from the Volunteer Service and Service-Learning Center
3. Make contact v.ith United Way Agency and Town and Gown Committee
4. Develop a brochure to distribute among local agencies
5. Invite agency heads to consult with those of other agencies which enjoy
rewarding service-learning connections
C. Acquire community resources
1. Develop a list of agencies willing to sponsor service-learners
2. Complete a community needs assessment survey
3. Develop a manual of protocol relating to community-based service-learning
D. Recognize community agencies and leaders
1. Create public occasions to honor community agencies and leaders
2. Involve the Town and Gown committee in recognizing participants
3. Expand the service-learning brochure to recognize new agencies as they join
4. Offer an appropriate three-credit course at Valparaiso University to reward a
key member of those agencies who participate in the project, either free or at
substantially reduced cost
E. Conduct ongoing research with agencies
1. Assign students to keep a portfolio of work completed for the agency
2. Assign students to write a final reflective essay over their activities
3. Use these materials to help redevelop courses and activities, in consultation
with the agency head
4. Have students create a research network for community agencies, both about
their services and about service-learning opportunities
5. Create with the help of agencies a University research initiative to promote
students' "active citizenship"
VL Objectives and Steps to Promote Student Development
In order to promote student involvement both in classroom and in service-learning settings, we
propose the foUowing steps:

A. Plan preliminary activities .
1. Assess student attitudes toward service and service-learning
2. Meet with previous participants to develop publicity
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B. Increase awareness among students
1. Invite student participation in on-campus meetings promoting service-learning
2. Make available opportunities for students to attend regional and national
conferences
3 . Appoint student members to Administrative Committee membership
4. Disseminate information on service-learning courses/opportunities in
a. University BuUetin
b. Semester class schedules
c. WVUR
d. The Torch
e. Departmental pre-registration
f. Freshman orientation
g. Bulletin boards of the Volunteer Service and Service-learning Center
h. Residential Assistant work
1.
Alumni clubs and recruiting work
j. Admissions literature
5. Create cocurricular transcripts
C. Acquire resources for student participation
1. Give service-learning scholarships
2. Allocate the required five percent of work-study funding to service-learning
projects
3. Invite alumni sponsorship of specific projects related to their fields
D. Recognize student service-learning achievements
1. Sponsor an end-of-year reception for service-learners
2. Designate outstanding work in service-learning by graduation
recognition/awards and transcript notation
3. Award a service-learning mentor or fellow stipend
4. Appoint experienced service-learners to the Advisory Council
E. Conduct ongoing research related to students' "active citizenship"
1. Track designated courses for enrollment
2. Track participants for
a. F oUow-up courses
b. FoUow-up volunteer activities
c. Post-graduation civic involvement
3. Develop student profiles to measure such effects as
a. Self-esteem
b. Academic improvement
c. Academic appreciation
d. Focus and directedness
e. Choice of vocation

VB. Objectives and Steps for Faculty and StatTInvolvement
In order to promote involvement of teaching faculty and support staffin community-based
service-learning, we propose the following steps.

A. Plan preliminary activities
1. Expand the Volunteer Service and Service-learning Advisory Board to include
broader faculty representation
2. Create a Service-learning Administrative Group composed of "maniacal"
faculty
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3. Present updates on service-learning to Committee on Learning and Teaching
B. Increase awareness among faculty and staiT
1. Give a series of Brown Bag lunches to recruit new participants
2. Disseminate information on the electronic Faculty Bulletin Board
3. Develop a compact workshop to prepare current faculty to participate in the
project
4. Invite incoming faculty to summer sessions on the potential of service-learning
in their teaching, providing modest stipends
5. Sponsor an end-of-session workshop directed at service-learning successes and
ongoing problems
6. Establish a mentoring relationship between experienced and new faculty
C. Acquire resources for faculty participation
1. Increase library holdings in service-learning philosophy and practice
2. Encourage service-learning faculty to apply for grants from
a. CELT
b. Campus Compact
c. Knight Foundation
3. Designate a faculty member conunitted to service-learning as a grants
facilitator
4. Pursue possible Alunmi Association interest in supporting service-learning
projects in their professional expertise
D. Recognize faculty and staiT commitment to service-learning
1. Honor faculty and staffat a year-end reception
2. Work toward establishing a Service-learning Professorship
3. Valorize faculty service-learning contributions on the "community service"
section of yearly Activity Reports
4. Take faculty participation in service-learning more seriously through increasing
merit raises for such activities
5. Link faculty participation to tenure and promotion decisions
E. Conduct ongoing research into faculty and staff development through
service-learnin g
1. Develop faculty profiles to measure such effects as
a. Self-esteem
b. Job satisfaction
c. Student satisfaction with faculty
d. Long-term commitment to the project
e. Pedagogical effectiveness
f Research production
2. Track disciplines and courses in which faculty offer service-learning
components
3. Develop a faculty network through which information on specific formats for
service-learning components can be exchanged
4. Track publications by faculty on service-learning
5. Develop a bibliography on faculty development through service-learning

VIII. Objectives and Steps for Institutional Development
To invigorate Valparaiso University'S institutional commitment to service-learning, we propose
the following steps.
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A. Plan preliminary steps
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Highlight service-learning opportunities in Admissions literature
Focus attention on such opportunities in the University Bulletin
Designate service-learning courses in the Course Schedule
Include service-learning matters on the agenda on the Town-Gown committee
Require a service-learning course in the General Education block

B. Increase awareness of existing institutional commitment through
1. President Harre's leadership role in Indiana Campus Compact
2. Professor Richard Balkema's statewide and campus leadership role on the
Service-learning Advisory Board
3. Professor Jon Pahl's statewide and campus leadership role as Campus
Compact Fellow
4. Dean Jan Bays' campus leadership role as Director of Service-Learning
5. Courses offered by
a. Professor Richard Balkema (political Science)
b. Professor Sandra Kowalski (Nursing)
c. Professor Betty-Anne Leeseberg-Lange (Theatre)
d. Professor Munira Merchant (Social Work)
e. Professor Kathleen Mullen (English)
f Professor Jon Pahl (Theology)
g. Professor John Steven Paul (Theatre)
h. Professor Lori Petties (Social Work)
C. Acquire resources to increase VU's institutional commitment
1. Investigate grant opportunities from
a. Partners in Service-Learning
b. Indiana Campus Compact
c. The Lilly Foundation
d. The Office of Institutional Advancement (Alumni giving)
e. The Guild
f. The Chapel in its Social Concerns ivfinistry
g. Campus Greek organizations
h. Other campus organizations concerned with social service
i. The Carnegie Foundation
2. Investigate service grants to students
3. Use existing funds from Union Board to bring speakers on Volunteer and
Service-learning to campus
4. Apply for grants from CELT, CWR, and TRC
5. Investigate state grants to community agencies which might incorporate
service-learning

D. Expand institutional commitment to service-learning
1. Establish a scholarship, perhaps connected to ChurchlMinistry vocations, for
significant participation in service-learning
2. Centralize and locate the position ofDirector of Volunteer Service and
Service-learning Center
3. Budget for support materials, library resources, attendance at conferences,
recognition of community and university participants in the project
4. Connect work in this area to Promotion, Tenure, and Salary determinations
5. Appoint service-learning advocates to positions on CELT, CWR
6. Establish a Professorship in Service-learning

E. Conduct ongoing research
1. Promote networking with comparison schools to detennine ongoing value of
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service-learning
2. Involve key personnel in the national conversation about service-learning
3. Study effect of service-learning on attitudes toward "active citizenship"
4. Emphasize service-learning in admissions literature and study the effect of this
move on recruitment and retention
5. Examine effect of service-learning on Church/ministry/social service vocations

IX. Advisory Committee
This report was prepared by the following persons, who attended the Regional Conference on
Service-learning at Indiana University, Bloomington, on February 22,23,24, 1996.

Mr. Greg Ferguson
Director, Christian Community Action
Dean Jan Bays
Interim Associate Dean for Service-learning and Greek Affairs
Professor Richard Balkema
Member, Indiana Campus Compact Advisory Board
Professor Jon PaW
Fellow, Indiana Campus Compact
Professor Kathleen Mullen
Department ofEnglish
Professor Lissa Y ogan
Department of Sociology

WHY CHANGE EFFORTS FAIL
•

THEY ALLOW FOR TOO lVIUCH COlVIPLACENCY

•

THEY FAIL TO CREATE A SUFFICIENTLY
POWERFUL GUIDING COALITION

•

THEY UNDERESTIMATE THE POWER OF VISION

•

THEY UNDERCOMlVIUNICATE THE VISION BY A
F ACTOR OF 10 (OR 100 OR EVEN 1,000)

•

THEY PERl\1IT OBSTACLES TO BLOCK THE
VISION

•

THEY FAIL TO CREATE SHORT TERlVI WINS

•

THEY DECLARE VICTORY TOO SOON

•

THEY NEGLECT TO ANCHOR CHANGES FIRl\1L Y
IN INSTITUTIONAL CULTURE

THE EIGHT STEP PROCESS
OF CREATING MAJOR CHANGE
1.

ESTABLISHING A SENSE OF

>
>
2.

>

Planning for visible improvements in performance, or "wins"
Creating those wins
Visibly recognizing and rewarding people who made the wins possible

CONSOLIDATING GAINS AND PRODUCING i\'IORE CHANGE

>
>
>
8.

Gening rid of obstacles
Changing systems or structures that undennine the change vision
Encouraging risk taking and nontraditional ideas, activities, and actions

GENERATING SHORT-TERN! 'WINS

>
>
>
7•

Csing every vehicle possible to constantly communicate the new vision and
strategies
Having the guiding coalition role model the behavior expected of employees

EMPO\VERING BROAD-BASED ACTION

>
>
>
6.

Creating a vision to help direct the change effort
Developing strategies for achieving that vision

COMiYU.7NICATING THE CHANGE VISION

>

5.

Puning together a group with enough power to lead the change
Gening the group to work together like a team

DEVELOPING A VISION AND STRATEGY

>
>

4.

Examining the market and competitive realities
Identifying and discussing crises, potential crises, or major opportunities

CREATING THE GUIDING COALITION

>
>
3.

URGE~CY

U sing increased credibility to change all systems, structures, and policies
that don't fit together and don't fit the transformation vision
Hiring, promoting, and developing people who can implement the change
vision
Reinvigorating the process with new projects, themes, and change agents

ANCHORING NKW APPROACHES IN THE CULTURE

>
>
>

Creating better performance through customer- and productivity-oriented
behavior, more and better leadership, and more effective management
Articulating the connections between new behaviors and organizational
success
Developing means to ensure leadership development and succession
SOURCE: 10hn P. Kotter. Leading Change. (1996) p. 21

THE CHANGE PROCESS: NOTES FROM FACING THE FUTURE
CHANGE STRATEGY
Take all four of the follow ir.g approaches:
RATIONAL

Deve ~op, present, and discuss informaticn based
on theory, research, and generally accepted
evidence

SOCIAL INTERACTIONAL

Focus on opinion leaders and social neTINorks by
which ;:eople are influenced

PSYCHOLOGICAL

Deal honestly with people's fears and cnxieties

POLITICAL

Build coalitions around people's interest and utilize
the institution's leadership and governar,ce
structure

THE CHANGE PROCESS
I.

Develop a Working Consensus on the Urgent Need to Restructure
A.

Create Powerfullnitiating/Coordinating Group

•

•

B.

Communicate the Sense of Urgency Based on External and Internal
Economic and Social Realities

•
•

II.

Seek out those people who understand the need to cct,
encourage them to join the effort and have them urge colleagues
to come forward
Ccllect and present widely the good data and research that are
disconcerting regarding the future and indicate the need to
restructure

People must be aware of the leadership's perception of a need
for change
Not everyone will join and not significant accommodations should
be made to them

Building a Working Consensus Around a Vision of the Future
A.

Create a Vision -- A Powerful, Overall Set of Directions

Ask two basic interrelated questions:
•
If we were going to create this university today given what we
know and given the technology available, what would it look like?
•
Given the likely economic and social realities of the next
decades, and what we presently know, how can we crate a
university -- especially at the undergraduote level -- that
a)
enhances student learning and student access;
b)
reduces university experiences and student costs to attend;
c)
makes faculty work life a positive experience; and
d)
meets the needs of the larger society?

(OVER)

B.

Role of the Vision

•

•

III.

Focuses on clearly differentiating how the university currently
operates from how, in broad terms we would like it to operate if we
could recreate it
Enables people
a)
to think holistically about what they are undertaking
b)
to make choices among options along the way
c)
to defend against the desire of individuals to return to the
"here"

Working With Those Committed to Change
A.

Key Insight #1

We must allow the process to evolve and must continually make the
case for the changes by communicating through campus opinion
leaders to a broader and broader audience
B.

Key Insight #2

It is common to let those who are in opposition determine the agenda of
a change process, thereby forcing compromises that undermine the
overall direction. Do not attempt to win acceptance from a governance
too early in the process.

IV.

V.

Phased Implementation Plan
A.

Guided by a Powerful Central Coordinating Group

B.

Create Implementation Teams
•
Cut across traditional faculty and administrative lines
•
Build in early victories

C.

Establish Demonstration Projects
•
Test out new ideas

D.

Create a Clear, General Time Une

Five Tools for Success
A.

Internal Expertise Should Be Used as Much as Possible

B.

Risk-takers Should Be Supported

C.

Link with Other Institutions Going Through the Change Process

D.

Invest in Faculty Development

E.

Invest in Technology
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The Change Process in Restructuring Universities
By

ALAN

E.

GUSKIN

here is a growing public acceptance that colleges and uni \'ersities
are not cost-effec ti ve . that our tuitions a re too hi gh. and th :H aca
deml c instit ution s must therefore restructure their operations. mue.
as has happened in othe r sectors of .-\merican soc iet y. Within the
higher education community itself. the re is a ne w Jw arene ss of <" lIr
inability to understa nd ho\v to do more with less. especially in the
delivery of education. What we know is how to do more with more and less wi th les s, Yet. doin g
more \\'Ith less is what \\ e must do,
200 colle ges and

llniver~ities

~

While it may be surprising to some. today more thall

are involv ed in programs to discuss th e need for restructurin g

Man y arc invohed in Pe\\' Roundtables both individually and in networks of insti[Uti o ns: the
Coun ci l or' Independent Coll eges is in vo lved in

J

25-college netw ork. also Pew funded .

focu~ed

on restru c[Uring facult y ro les and rewards: the American Council on Education has developed a
Kell ogg -funded networJ..: of more than 20 colleges and universities dealing with the
pro ce~~

These projects include large and sma ll. public and private co lleges and

re ~tr uclUring

uni \'ers ilie ~,

Alall E. Clls/':ill //(IS been Challcel/or of Ihe ji\,e' C[//lIpIlS AI1f1och Ullil'ersin' sillc(' Jilly /99-1, fo/I"" 'iJlg
major r('S l r"Clt ,rillg of Ihe IUlil'ersilv "dlllill iSlr"lioll . Prior

ru

d

I/WI he sen'ed (/S Presidclil oj.4I1fio('h Clli

veni n ' (IY8 5-/ 99-1) alld v (Allliuch Col/t'ge (1987·/99-1), Fi'Olli /97510 /98 5/l e ,,'as C//(Illcel/oruflh<'
UI1IVel'l'lI\' of WiscOll sin-Parkside, H e h(/s (,(!Il lililted 10 lel/ch alld wr ill! lirrultgholll his Ci/ rt'eI'S

<IS 1I

cel/ur IIlId Presidelll and cllrren lly ho/dslire faCil/tv POSilioll of Oislillgllisired Ulliversil y Professor,

C/I<lII

In a recent issue of the Pew Round
table' s Policy Perspectives, the authors
assert that successful restructuring re
quires a partnership and shared purpose
between faculty and administrators in
which universities are more responsi ve
to students and societal needs while
maintaining the commitment to aca
demic freedom and the unencumbered
pursuit of knowledge.
Securing a more productive eng:lge
ment between faculty :lnd admini stra
tors begins with a tough discussion of
what changes are needed :lnd why.
The impulse to deny the problem
must be overcome. and the willing
ness to work together establ ished as <.I
precondition of purposeful action.
Their proposed change strategy, like
that followed by the Roundtables and
the other networks, is one of open dia
~gue between key pln)'er<. ~.
To the extent there is an overall change
strategy, the assumption seems to be
that restructuring will occur and people
will--or should-change because of the
dire consequences of not changing; the
idea seems to be that people will put
aside their fears, anxieties , and prior be
liefs and join the venture in a whole
hearted manner.
But asserting a need to change is one
thing. producing it is another. [ share the
hope that change can occur through a ra
tional. discuss ion-based project. but do
not assume such an outcome. because
discussion alone rarely produces signifi
cant change in an organization. The ap
proach advocated here-and in much of
the wider literature on organizational
change-assumes a more dynamic, in
terpersonal. and political change process.
This approach views the more rational.
discussion-based process common to the
Roundtables as one part-mainly the be
ginning--of a more elaborate strategic
restructuring change effort.
In brief. the dynamic. strategic. po
litical approach presented here accepts
that there is a bright and dark side to
human nature and how people behave
in organizations. including colleges
and universi ties : that people have real
fears and anxieties about the future that
take time to overcome; that some peo
ple like change and innovation and
thrive on it. while others do not; that
many people resist change for reason
able reasons and that others will resist

I believe there is
enough creativity
and skill in almost every

producing the change? How can we be
gin if the ~rovost or president is nOn
commi[[;!1 regarding the need to
change') How do we know that the
cesses we undertake will work and
make a difference ')

college and university
THE KEY

to produce
a restructured
institution, if we
commit ourselves
to begin.

change temporaril y as they await ex
amples of how others ha ve made a leap
they can follow. Further. this article
assumes that restructuring requires not
only a partnership between faculty and
administrators (and often trustees). but
also a deep concern for student le:J.rn
ing and the educational outcomes nec
essary for a person to be an effecti ve
member of the future society.
The basic conceptions developed
here emerge from my own experiences
as well as the literature on org:J.nization
al change efforts. The inspiration to
write this article emerged from the
questions and concerns I encountered
throughout the country in talking about
my two earlier Change articles (July/
August and September/October 1994)
with faculty members and administra
tors at over a dozen uni versi ties and
colleges and at six national meetings.
It has become evident to me that even
when institutional and faculty leaders
are committed to making significant
changes or to restructuring , many do
not understand the process of change
necessary to achieve their goals and.
therefore, either are immobilized or
make unnecessary errors.
Ho w can and does change occur? We
know what it means to undertake incre
mental ch~lnge; what does it mean to en
ter into an insti tutional restruc turing
process? How will we deal wi th people
who resist changing ') What is the role of
faculty and administrators in actually

Is STARTING

The key to..changing a university or
college is tGa,; the process. There are
many rel.5oVo reStst restructunng our
institut ions-not the least of which are
the difficulty and pain. But there are so
cietal for~cs at work that will eventually
lead us to make systemic changes in our
institutions. whether we like it or not. [
believe ~~,cre is enough cre:J. tivity and
sk ill in J.i;nost every college and uni ver
sity to suc:~ess fully produce a restruc
tured in~titution. if we co mmit oursel ve~
to begin .
The c~I :J.llenge is summed up by M:J.I·
Jorie Keil: in her article in the July/Au
gust 199 : issue of Business Ethics.
"Ta ming the Demons of Change." Sh e
writes:
Tr3n';·.)rmalion of an ~ sort- whether
human or chemical or corporate-is
peril ous passage at best. calli ng Cor
radi c~; !wing go. and In openness
the: un ~ ~own. It's hard 1O imagine
;tn\lr.: ~g more frighte ning. And il'S
hard:o fi nd a more likely roule to
p rogr~ , , -for in Ic:ttin ~ go or the old
rorm ..\e create the sPJce I'or ~ new
I'orrn ;.1 31 will work even beller. It
come:, down simply 10 this: that we
cJn ' t advance as long JS we' re holding ti;ht to whJt no longer works.
And \\e have to breJk the mold before
a nc\\.. form can emerge.

This ~xho rtation to start sounds lik e
a strange beginning to an arti<.:Je on
<.:han ge strategies for re::; tructuring uni
ve rsities. yet I believe it is a core iss ue.
We <.Ire too good at analy zi ng all the L1it"
ticult issues invol ved in doing some
thing-any thing-and thereby
immobilizing oursel ve::;. If we look
holistically at the world around us and
allow our intuiti ve skills to roam a liltle.
it will soon enough become obvious
that we cannot continue to practice
academic profession with dignity
integrity without fundamental cha
Heretical as it may sound. we must
put brakes on our :lnal ytica l abilities
and take some leaps of faith . To quote
Michael Hammer anLi Ste ven Stanton
,.... .. . . ...... "... _ T, •• ,,1 ,\

".-0 ·.· ...... ," '{..

from their book. The Reellgineerillg
Revolution :
The longer we Jnalyze the current
ways ot' o p~rating th~ further w~ t'~nd
off that aweso me day when we will
have to c hJ.ng~ ~o methln g ,-\na lysis
thus becomes a uet'e nsi \'e maneu\'er
to avoid mak ing fundamental change.
How man y times ha ve we seen plan s
rejected bec:lU se we've anal yzed in
depth their prob le ms. only to be left
with the statu s quo. whi c h everyone
agrees is less desirable th a n any o f the
rejected alternatives '>At two institu
ti ons In whi c h I' ve served . [. \e person
ally been assoc iated w ith plannin g for
changes in aC:1demic ca lend ars that al
mos t everyone agreed \liere not working
well. Yet the proposed ne\\ calendars
each of which was much better than the
existing one-were debated endlessly .
their weaknesses highlighted. their po
tential benefits diminished . In one case.
a faculty survey found 80 perc ent agree
ing that the existing calendar was a hin
drance [0 the academic program and
student retention. Yet. It took three dif
ferent planning groups over J four-year
period to finally develop an acceptable
plan, which then was pas sed by the fac
ulty by only two \'otes l
[n beginnin g the restrui.:turing pro
cess. we must not Jsk our.,el\es what
the detJiled t'inal outcol1le \\ III look
like: it is impo"ib le to stJte wit h clar 
Ity what our re struc tured institution
will look like 10 years from now . By
starting the process J nd focusing on a
number of baSIC goals. \\e (I n use the
creati vi ty and Wisdo m of people In o ur
institution to de\e lo p-\\ithin the con 
te xt of the institutlon ' s he rit:lge-a vi 
sion o f the future
SOME BASIC ISSUES

",

Re stru cturi ng a co lle:;e o r Llni versi
ty--Dr a sc hoo l \\ ithin a uni\ersity-is
a complex and difficult undertaking. [I'
it were not so important (0 do so for the
future education of our ci ti zens and for
people's qualit y of life in side and out
side our institutions. I would not advise
it. But do it we mu st.
To understJnd what's in\o l\' ed in
suc h:ln effort, ['11 first rai se ;Ind discuss
a numberofbasic issues: then I' ll re
view steps in the change process itself.
My "basic issues" include an under
standing of why people resist change.

the e ssentia l role of leaders, the differ
ence between st ruc tural and incremental
Cha nge, and the impact of size and com
plexity on a res truct uring effort.

Why People Resist Change
\tlany people will resist change. any
c hange. and the more s ignifi cant the
c hange. the greater the resi stance. For
man y. probabl y most, change is diffi
cult. painful. and an uncertain leap into
an unknown future.
James O'Toole explores thi s issue in
depth in hi s recent book. Leae/ing
Change. in which he concludes that
the re are a number of reaso ns why peo
ple resist chan ge. even when it is in
their In te l'est:
[First[. resistance to cha nge occ urs
\\ hen a would-be le ader challenges
the comfort of the group. the mem
bers' sati sfact ion with th~ established
k\~1 01' th~ir power. pre~tige. privi
leges. position. anu ~ati~faction with
\\ ho they Jre. what they beli~ve. what
th ey che ri sh.
lnuividuals are what th~y beli~ve. and
groups are their cultures: hence to re
quir~ a group to change ils shared be
li e!'s is to threatcn its very ~xistcnce ...
Peau.:lul change thus requires acqul
cscc:ncc: in upsetting the uOlllinant
\\l'rl u \'icwin elTect. lhe collective
c~ lting ul' crow by those who have the
[H"\'cr Itl resist change.
1Secu nu I. in almost all instances. the
maJOfllv ..1 havc~ Ipeople who have
the rowerl resist the call to rel·orm.
ntH so much because they fear
chan ge. out oecJuse they bristle at
having the wi ll 01 others imposeu un
them .. .Thus a lllaJor I'actor in our re
Sisl ;1I1ce 10 change: is the desire not to
ha \'e the will of ot her~ lorced on us.
It is no t diffi cult to draw higher edu
cation parallel s to O'Toole ' s analysis.
especia[ly when dealing with restructur
ing the facult y role in student learning
or the acade mic calendar. In uni ve rsit y
life . those in powe r-the " ha ves"-are
clearly the faculty and academic leader
ship The cu ltural norms and belief sys 
tem re gardin g stu de nt learning are built
aroulld :111 academi c calendar: faculty
are expected to tcach courses to groups
o f student s in classes usuall y offered a
fewtimesaweekduringa 12-to-16

week semester or I0-w-12-week quar
ter. And. in doing so, faculty teach theil
discipline as learned in graduate school
and thereJfter.
This belief system is shared by those
in formJ[ leJdership positions-almost
all of whom were once faculty mem
bers-as \liell as by full-time faculty
members throughout the institution.
Changing this belief syste m will be dif
ficult. not only becau se it represents a
co nse nsus on the campus and throug h
o ut almost all higher education, but be·
cause the ove rwhelming major ity o f
facult y members and administrators
find it hard to imagine via ble alterna
ti \·es. Moreover , academ ic leaders and
facult y are parti c ularl y se ns iti ve to an;·
one imposing their wi ll o n them-from
the outside or in side .
The discomfort of th o se in leader
ship positions regardin g th e restru c tur
ing of the uni versity is as greJt as or
greJter than that of the fJculty: Jd mini s
trJtors belie ve In or Jccept the validi ty
of the present sys tem: they have be
come leaders by being ab le to manage
successfully the pre ~e nt s; ste ms that
wi Illlave 10 be overturned: and they
hJ \ e learned to be success I'u I at creati n ~
change that occurs Incrc:me ntall y. Fur 
ther. tor many. the Ie\el 01 co liabo rJ 
lion and the breJkdo\\ n 0 1' some of the
hierarchy that would be necessary to
:lchie\e a restructured Unl\ CrSity may
undermine their conL'cptlon of the ir mic
as leader.
Yet. I am not pessimistiC about th e
future. Tra\eling Jround the country
talking about these issu es. [ hJ ve bee n
strud. by the pain-and glH)d se nse
ot' man y fJculty members Jnd ad lllin
ist r:lw rs at numerous institu ti o ns. A
number of yeJrs 01' little or no salary
in creases ;; ombined with the no n-re
plJcement of depJrting L'llileagucs
hJ\e been sobering : Illore , tudents to
teac h. more co urses to rrepare. Jn d J
s lo\\ erosion o f the fac ul ty salary base.
FJc ulty may be fierce ly indi vidua li stic
and. like everyo ne ehe . focused on
the ir traditi ons . but they are ve ry
s mart. And . mos t reco:;nii',e that their
future does no t look gUild .

Bllt Who Shall Lead th e Chall~e'!
O\Cf and over again , I have heard fac
ulty Illoan hopeless ly th:1l thcir provost
or p re~idcnt (as wel l ;IS ill ;ln y of thei r col 
Icagu<:s) IS not intt:n.: sted 111 making any

autonomy. and dignity. Funher, except
in very rare circumstances of eXlreme
urgency,l bdieve internally induced
changeS in the academic area will not
be effecti\e if imposed on faculty by
administralion or trustees. Even
strong administr::llive leadership is im
portant. the entire structural change proc
ess must be based on

J.

sense ot col

leagues hip between and among faculty.
administrators, and tru,tees.

Imporrallce of Leadership
The 0\·erall commitment of an insti
tuticl11·"enior leadership team. or the
chief e\ecutive or heau ot·the unit bein~
restruclUreu, is an ill1ponJnt elemenl In
:.Ichie\in~

a SUccesstul restructuring el

ton. \\hile such COmmillllent ;s re
quired In Jny succe ,.\lul change effort.
it is 111llre essentiJI in the restructuring
proces,; becaUSe u f the glob,d n:lture 01
the change being implcmented and the
time it will take to be ,uccesstu l. StfOllg
significant changes. Frustrate(L upset,

kwer colleagues and kss money. The

leauer:;hip commitment will be needeu

and sensing that things have to change.
many faculty have bought imo the no

contlic[ and anxiety increase.

tion-surprisingly common throughout

the result of inappropriate resistance by
faculty or administrators: rather. they

to maintain the: focus of key pl:lyers
oVer J lengthy period o(lime. and to
convince thOSe resisting that [he chang e

The probkms we arc facing ::tre not

higha education-that kauers alone are
prim:.lrily responsible for kading change
and fixing the problems. [sn·tthatthe

are systemic in nature. People in col
leges ::tnd universities-faculty, admin

reason they e:.lrn the "big bucKs"')

istr:llors, students, and evell trustees

is highl~' likely. thereby encouragin
some to maKe the leap e:.lrl ier rather
than IatCf. This strong commitment

:.Ict the \Vay they do bec:luse the institu

also i mportant In protec t ing and enCtl ll l· 
Jging those dc::epl:- in\ohed if' the I-is~ \

same understanding, but their experi

tlon:]1 systems of Amaican higher edu

busines.s ofexpaime!1l1ng wilh ,IIIU

ence-positive :lnd negati\e-in pro

c:.ltion have supported Jild re"·:lrded
t!leir present beh:lviors. [n :.Iddition, cre

maKing the change.
Since resistance cln occur J[ any

Uni\·ersity administrators share this

uucing sm:.ll\. increl\lenta l ch~lnges
n1JKeS thelll kery of I\l:lJor ~tructural

levcl. commitlllent o~· the uni\Cfsit\'

change. Thq Knll"· that they neeu to :.Ict
liKe le::tuers to deJI with the expecta
tions of the t'acultv and their board, so

aling Jlternative systems of rewards for
taculty and stuuents _or :.Ilternative uSeS

kauer or unit Icaua i~ cs\entiJI in

of fJculty time, or uifkrent :.Ipproaches
to j-JcilI t:.ll1ng student kJrning_ have

coming tht! ine\ it:lnle foell-uragging III
outright resist~lnce e1t ,I member of the

they look out at the I·acult~ ~Ind exhort

been overtly or covertly cJiscourJged at

,irelll to change.

all ilhtitution:.ll kveh by the llrganiza
tion~1i ~tructures :.Ind , ystems

JeJdership group. [n any restructuring
effort. all senil11· Jumini,lrators must e:i

The argument i, that since most of the
tinancial resourc<':s in uni\ersities are in

'vlv perspective in this artick, and

10

0\

cr

thel· buy In or Ic:.l\t: . .Inu only the seni u l
IeJUel· can make th~lt h~lppen . If one
memher ()t the seniuI· Icadcrship ~1"llUp

personnel and rel~lteu COSIS. ~lI1d since
most personnel C(lsts are ill Ihe Jcademlc

Illy pre\iou .s ones, is to encouI·Jge fac
ull) anu Jdministr:.lti\e kauel·s to face

i,,> UIlL·he:CKeU in hi, or her resistanCe.

are~1.

tllere is a signific:lntl: inLTe:.lsecJ likeli

number of t·acult~ member, and getthost:

tile fUtUI·e directly by being p!"Oactive ill
creating necessary changes in the most

remaining to be mOI·e productive. Huw

efkctive and leJst painful ways-rather

hoou that the restructliring process "" i \I
be re sisteu b:- the t~lc:ulty l11ember.,> or

ever. since the onl~ W~I\' tll maKe faculty
members 1110re prLldlictive ill the present

than only reJcting to tile: preS~llres frol11
external agencic::s. El11becJued in these:

administrators who :11·e the mOstunclllll
I·onable with the propuseu changes. The:

eUlicatiunal 1I1ouel IS III h<l\e them teach

\\-ritings is my belief thJt ch:.lnges

seniur :luminislr~ltllr. ill eilecl. confirIll.'

Illore s{Uuel1ts :.II1U CllurS6 . t"~lculty natu
r<lll y resist :.IS best they C:.III.

forL·cd hy ~I ,tate legislature

(heir Ji,colntort.

then what is Ileeueu i, to I·educe the

And. here we ~tan": ~ldl1linlstrator,
exhoning the f:.lcl1lty to Iluke incremen
tal changes that \\lln·tl-e:llly llleetthe
institution's neeus. anu faculty mem
bers l·e'l,ting the c.xlwrtatiuns but ,low
ly losing gmuilll ~IS thcv ~I r e left with

llI"

severe fi

lunclal realities will c:luse seriou, rup
tUI·e, internally and coulu unuermine an
in~titution·s sensc of .Ic:ldel11ic integrity

and JutononlY.
On otller hand, [believe Internally in
duced change will be Icss tral1lllatic anu.
it el"kcti\e. can mall1l~lin IlUI integrity,

Such re,isl<lnce: 'If ,elliur- ancJ mid 
uk-Ie\el JUi\1illi\tr~lti\e Ic:.ld<':rs is
expecteJ. gi\en tile fe~\r th;ll Job,
he I,l,t anu th~1I years Ill" ellon will
re\truClureJ <lUt of e\iSlence. There ~Ire:
go,,<1 reason, for m:lk 11Ig the ch,wge.
but It can be cln(n·er\\helming feeling

I,

u

for those who have devoted a career to
the old systems. In my July/August
1994 Change article on administrative
restruc turin g, I ind icate that in my own
in stitution I had to force the resignation
of a senior universit y vice president in
order to ass ure the success ful co ntinua
tion of our restructuring process. Once
that occurred. everyone understood the
depth of my commitment and intention
to persist over the long run.
Besides ma intaining focus and over
coming administrative resistance. lead
ers often de v ~lop. or facilitate the de
velopment of. the vision that supports a
restructu ring process. They ::tre also
critical pla yers on the restructuring co
ordinating team, especially since they
are re spons ib le for communicating to
~ve ryone a se nse of urgenc y r~ ga rding
the need fo r Institutional c h a n g~ .
All thi s raises a critical i ss u~ co n
ce ming the length of term s for college
and uni versit y leaders. Since r~structur
ing an institution will take a minimum
of four to five years. and more likely
five to seven years, the revolving-door
pre sidenc ies we see today can tndeed
undermine a restructuring process. This
change in pre s identiallead~rship is fur
ther accentuated by the tendency of
chief academic offi cers to serv~ five
years or less.
Thi s lack of leadership stab ility be
come s p::t rti cularl y ac ute when \lie real
ize that most ne w pres idents ha ve ne ver
served in that role be fo re and ov er 75
p ~ r c ent of them are chosen from outsid~
the in stituti o n. The se ne w leaders wi ll
need a year o r tw o to learn th~ir job and
understand the su btleties or the institu
tion. Hence. if::t restructuring process is
initiated, and if the president ie:lVes in
four to six years. it is likely that he or
she w ill do so in the middle of the re
struc turing process . Given th~ stresses
::tnd struggle s of any restructuring pro
cess . changes In leadership cou Id well
deal a sig nific ant blow to the sli ccess o f
the entire project.
While instituti onal leaders can be
encouraged to stay longer. it is my ob
se rva tion that mos t succe ssrul pre s i
dents lea ve because of their d ifficult
relationships with faculty and boards:
the latter is especially true-~tnd in
c re ~ls ingly so-in the public sector. [I'
institution s are to be successful in fac
ing th e future. then governing boarus
and fa c ulty leaders will ha\'e to form

There are good
reasons for making
the change, but it can be
an overwhelming feeling
for those who have
devoted a career to
the old systems.

heJlthier and mor~ productive relation
.ship.s with their ins titutional leaders.
and to focus on ~nabling the presid~nt
to be an effective instituti o na l le:lder
rJther than v :~wing her o r him JS a
hired hand o r publi c figure to be at
tack ed when mi s ta k ~s are made.
Hilz en Leaders Don't Lead:
,'vtal/aging Leaders

But. does [his mean that without a
wonderfu I. courageous leader JII IS lost ')
[f this is so . are we concluding that be 
cause of the limited availability of such
leade rs . signific:mt university restructur
Ing wil l be rar~)
In discussi ng the need for restruc
tur ing ~lt ~l number of unlver,ities. I
W~IS often me t '.vlt h dediclted fac ult y
and admini strators who said with sad
ne ss that the y we re w illing to enter into
s uc h a process but that their ac ademi c
leaders and /o r pre s ident were no nco m
mittal. What co uld they do' [ implored
them not to give up. pOinting out that
the university I" more th~ir future than
anyon~ else',. and th~ll they had to de·
lielop s tr~llegies to induce their senior
administrators to become leaders. The
urgency of the ne,t decade requires
them to do so.
My observations over the last two
Jec:lde s ha ve led me to conclude that
while it is important for leaders to lead.
it is a lso Important for leaders to be
managed. Uni versitie s ~Ire uni q ue o rga 
nizati on.' whe re leJuershlp is and must
b~ sha red : it is (he ver:' nature of our ed
uca(ionallnsti(Utions th~ll selected I'ac 
ulty memhers arc expected (0 provide
leadership at the lOp of the organization
along with administrators. esreel~dly re
garding the education of students.

By m:lnJging institutionJlleJders,
[ am not implying colluding :lgainst,
controlling. or sa botaging them. RJth
er. mJn:lging leaders should be in the
se rvic e of the large r institutional in
terests . \[anaglng a leader takes se ns I
ti v it y: it r~ q uires work ing with the
le ader ralher than against him or her:
it requir~ s j so phisti ca ted underst:lnd
ing of ho w organiz a tions operate . ho w
in s tituliOnJI de c iSio ns are made. how
power is ~.\e rc i s ed in a uni ve rsit y. and
how chier' ~.,ecutives and chief aca
demi c l)['f!ce rs think,
We know that no !e:lder is clpable 0 1
leading b: h~I'self or himself. .-I..nd 110
le J der h:l~ the Institutional base or expe·
rience t() le:lJ without the helpful guid·
a n c~ ot' t h o~e who deSire her or him to
be suc.:~s,fu l. While managing leaders
so unds like an oxymoron. good. ~x peri·
enced pre>ldents and p ro vosts Know
how d e~ i r:l o l ~ it is to oe nU nJ.ged by
the ir senior administrators and o thers
i ncl udin g ,;uppo rti ve facu lty leJders
\\ithln (he conte x( of the president's an d
provos t 's leaders hip .
Unde rl \ ing the actions involved In
managlng:l college or universitv pr~si 
de;)t o r provost is my assumption thaI
th~ se chiet' Jdmlnistr~ltors ~lre most ef
I'ective \\he:1 they lead others :i~ -.:ollab
orat[ve \\a;. s. th~lllhe: neecJ to hav e Ih ~
hot j udgrnC::1IS ot tho.-;e they lead----: ,)' 
le ctiveh. anJ Individually-and
thill
.
(ile y mu~ ( no t be iso lated o r e ncouraged
tl) work ~d o n e. no ma[(e r what their pro 
cli\·itle s.-I.. , man and e ffec ti ve pres I
dent o r pro \'os t will reli sh be ing nl an
ag~d. fo r It will enable him or her to
provid~ leadership on the impo rtant
iss ue, Ih:.!t must be face d.
J u"t ~h we discover when we Jttempt
tl) build pol itieal support in our co mmu
nilie , I()r something \\e deeply belielie in.
\~~ illU'l ~lccept that educational as wcll
~I S p(llltlc~d leaders are captives ot'pre ,, 
.s ure groups as much as or more than the ir
o ',n person al interests ..-I.. well-mean ing
commu ni ty leader. th~refore. will be re
spo nsi\ e to pressures that enable him to
be an ett~c ti ve Ie~lder in t h~ serv ice of
communit y inter~ s ts. In a ,i mil ar ve in.
we need !O bel ie\'e that ~ l noncommittal.
\\'ell-Ineaning uni vers it: prc:sidC:rlt or
pn)\ (),t c ~ln be persuild~d by facult y Jnd
() tllee ilLiI1lI IlI "trillive leilckrs to kild il rc;.
~ tr\lClllril\,! etlon t'l1r th~ bendit o l'thelr
illsritutl(lil', l'lItur~ healtl1.
\Vh~lll' nced~d is a s~( ol'lncenti \'es

that pressure the president or provost to
act. This means that committed faculty
members and administrators quietly
build significant support among key
faculty and administrati ve colleagues
who are respected by the leadership,
based on the assumption that the presi
dent or provost would act appropriately
ifhe or she knew such support existed.
The strategy is that the leader can be
persuaded to take on the restructuring
effort as a major part of his or her own
agenda. based on the leader's judgment
of the data presented, the institutional
need. and the support the leader will
have for acting.
The key perspecti ve fo r faculty and
other administrators to ha ve in manag
ing university leaders-and in being led
by them-is that of wanting to provide
the president and/or proVOSt with the
means and opportunity to lead rather
than being upset and complaining that
the leader is not leading. Replacing se
nior administrators who do not lead
with someone else is no guarantee that
real leadership will occur. I belie ve that,
in most cases, a benign uni \e rsity presi
dent or provost can be he lped to beco me
an effective leader of a re st ructuring ef
fort if the community pushes or cajoles
him or her in that direction.
Managing leaders as we II as being
led by them should be seen as the le
gitimate and healthy functioning of a
college or uni ve rsity by both faculty
members and administrators. Such col
laboration would bode well tor imple
menting a restructuring process. The
alternative-viewing a university as a
basicall y hierarchical or authoritarian
institution-is contr:lry to the interests
and de sires of faculty. and in the long
run is not effective in any change effort
requiring faculty to undergo signifi
cant restructuring of their work..
Restructuring vs. Illcremelltal Change
Universities continually change one
or another element in the academic pro
gram. in the way administrative units
are organized. in the addition of a stu
dent service. and so on . Except in rare
circumstances. the change-whether an
addition or subtraction-is intended to
be limited to the particular area in
volved. leaving untouched the basic un
derlying processes by which students
learn and faculty teach. as well as the
organization of the uni \e rsity itself.

Even when new computer systems are
incol1'orated. the manner in which ser
vice is provided is rarely changed; rather,
the service is provided faster. or new ser
vices are added. While many of these
changes are helpful in providing more ef
fective sef\'ices and satisfying more peo
ple. the institution' s underlying structures
and processes remain the same . This is
true even when organizational units
such as a department or school-are cut
or re;rrranged. because the basic educa
tional and administrative processes in
volved remJ in unchanged. Hence, these
are called incremental changes.
Restructuring a uni \'ersity refers to
changing basic underlying processes by
which sef\'ices :J.re deli vered. whether of
an educational or an administrative na
ture. For example. restructuring the aca
demic area or the role of faculty members
refers to changing the way faculty work
and students learn as well as changing the
academic calendar :lnd formats that de
termine the way students and faculty in
teract. Using computer technology in
restructuring an administrative area
me:lns that the service will be delivered
in new ways. usually involving people
who work together in closer contact with
those being sef\'ed. :lnd whose work is
organized around the technological ca
pacities ot the computer.
In my prev io us Change articles on
restructuring the administration (Julyl
Augu st 199~) and the work. of faculty
(Se ptember/Octoba 1994). [proposed
some ways to accomplish these changes
in the administrati ve and academic areas.
Restructuring assumes that the under
lying change occurs broadl y throughout
the unit being restruc tured. It assumes
th:lt all pans of a unit or organization are
sy stemically intefTelated. so that a change
in one element will impact all the other
parts of the unit or organization. Re struc
turing as a change proce.~s in higher edu
cation is very similar to what Hammer
has called "reengineering" in the col1'o
rate sector.
Because incremental change does
not noticeably affect the basic underly
ing processes of an institution or the un
derlying belief system~. it is often
accepted after some di sc ussion; it is
also easy to concei ve of because it is
consistent wit h h()w people have prac
ticed their professio ns. But IOcremental
changes do not deal with tile type of
st ructural change~ necessary for a future

of reduced resources, increased avail
abilit y ot' ~lOd demand for powerful
technologies. and the demand that a col
lege or university be accountable
student learning outcomes.
William Massy and Robert
in a recent EDUCO\,l white paper. 'T ~ 
ing Information Tech nology to Enhance
Academic Productivity." highlight the
implications of restructuring in their
discussion of how information techn o l
ogy can be used to achie ve "more with
le ss productivity e nhancement." This
enh ;:lOceme nt
rc~:.;ir~s that te c~n ol ogy replace some
JL lililies now b:! ::1 g performed by
i'JLJl lY. teachin g ss iSlants. and stu
de nt perso nnel. \\'i th IJbor account
ing ['or 70 perce:1t or more of current
operating costs . ,~cre is si mply no
oth:!, way. Facu! ,: will hJ le 10
rc:!:1gineer teJchi ng :lnd \eJrning pro·
C:!SSeS to subStitute cJpital for labor
on:l sc:lective b:lsis. F:liling to m:lke
such substitution s \\i11 return institu
tions ,0 the more-"ith-more sce nari o.

substi culion will req ui re
more :l[[ent!on 10 the

[mci li~enl
r.:u c~

time :lnu energy in k;U11ing about wh;1i
lr.~ \ do ,Uld why l[,e; Jo il. and then
open themselves up 0 Ihe possibil ity ("Ii
dOing lhings dir"k,~nth. Depanment,
\\i1 1have to undc,st:lnd tc:lch ing COSh
~t the level of SpeCitlC ..!ctivities. nOl
<imply bro:ld functional terms.
Si::.e alld Complexity .-tre Impor(al/(

Sometimes a college or university
may be too big to re stru cture as one
who le. so that the approprIate unit for' ,
re st ructuring effort is not the whole un
ver, ity but a sc hool or college. While
the entire institution. or major part. nu
ultimately be restructured. in such cir·
cumstances it is important to work. Will
the individual unit or to unbundle the
larger institution into ~ maller, manag e
able structures in which the student' ~
entire educ~ltion can taKe place.
Doing this will enable the restrUl>
turing of educational and administ[";l
ti\e processes to occur. For ex
mJY be necessary to unbundle
~!I" J duate education :lnd all the
inl·olved from gr:.lduate education. 01
a, \lias experimented wit h in the latc'
1960s. it may be neces sa ry to reduce

the undergraduate education:1l unit size
even further. possibly creating colleges
within colleges.
The key issue is that the student's en
tire education-{)r a significant part of
it-takes place within that unit. and that
faculty are directly tied to that unit so that
their work can be restructured without the
interference of colleagues not in volved in
the restructuring effort. It would be unde
sirable to have faculty members who are
committed to new forms of teaching and
leaming in a newly restructured unit tied
to a departmental structure th:1t s~rves
other goals-like traditional undergradu
ate education models or gr:1duat~ ~duca
tion . In effect. one cannot :1sk f:1culry
members to make the necessary changes
in their work and to be judged by the re
ward systems of colle:.lgues doing very
different work.
In such restructuring efforts. there
will be a good deal of criticism that the
smaller size will lead to an increase in
costs. since the centralized brger units
are more efficient. While some service s.
such as libraries. can be more efficient
and cost less when handled centrally
es pecially with the use of new electron
ic technologies-I believe that student
learning and most administrativ~ ser
vices are not among them.
The complexity of larg~ uni v~rsities
creates inefficiencies and costs that can
be avoided in restructured. less compl~x
units in which people take great~r re
spon sibility for their action s and work is
di vided by function and not structures
for example. units serving the student's
non-le:1rning needs as an integrated
whole rather than having the student deal
with:1 myriad of offices budt around the
convenience of administrati ve units and
institutional politics. The r:1dic:11 changes
in computer technology offer much sup
port for decentralized. :1utonomous ac
tivities following acceptable standards at
reduced time and cost. The business lit
erature is filled with such examples; so.
too . is my experience.
The reduced complexity of smaller
units leads to the possibilIty that Faculty
colleagues will be more supportive of
experimentation. Also. this le ss com
plex environment could enable faculty
work to be tied more closely to the ef
fecti veness and productivity of the edu 
cational unit and thereby to financial.
career. and psychologic:!l rew:1rds.
In addition. smaller. less complex ed-

Effective
organizational change
in higher education
requires working in all
four areas: the rational,
social-in teractional,
psychological.
and political.

uC:1tional units provide an important en
vironment for testing out new ideas as
the restructuring process evol \'es. Since
not all ideas work. it is wise to test them
out in:! smaller setting where adJust
ments can be made quickly with minimal
costs. Wholesale implementation of new
restructured processes should not be un
der13ken until these ha ve been t~sted and
shown to be beneficial. Therefore. these
smaller environments become :.In impor
tant pan of the phasing in of ne" restruc
tured activities.
Finally, sm:!ller and less complex ed
ucational units would incre:.lsc the focus
on the student:.ls learner and the ;'aculty
member:.ls fac il itator of le:.lrning. :.Ind
decrease the focus on tho s~ acad~mic
and admini strati ve bureaucrat ic ele
ments in large. complex units that cr~
ate distance between faculty m~mber
and student. Iflcrease slUd~nt dependen
cy. and are costly in both human and fi
nancialterms.
THE CHANGE PROCESS

In the previ ous section. we rocus~d
on some of the key underl ying issues in
vol ved in restructuring : the nature of re
sistance to change. th~ important role of
leaders. the distinction between restruc
turing and incremental change. and th~
impact of size and comple.\ity. But
some of the most significant issues re
main; namely, the compon~nts of an ef
fective ch:.lnge process to r~structu're a
college or univ~r s it y.
Jack Lindqui st. one of th~ most in
sightful writers and I~ad~r s of organiz:.l
tion:.ll change in high~r eduCltion, who
unfortunately died pr~matLlrdy In 1991.
sums up four basic approaches to

ch:1nging attitudes and beh:1vior in un
versities:
Some believe that humans are essen
tially rational. so reason and evidence
should do th~ trick ....
Others find that humans are social crea
rures... (so that] awareness, interest. tna!'
md evenrual adoptlon [occur] through a
process of social interaction and persua
sion in which opinion leaders and reier·
ence groups are influences, perhaps as
imponant as the rational soundness or'
t.h~ change message itself....
Still others belle\' ~ that the main ob 
stacles to c hang~ are not impressl \· .:!
m~ssage s nor >oc lal influences. Psy ·
chological barriers are (he prob lem ...
Yet anoth~r group maintains we are
political animals at base. busy pro·
tecting and strengthening our vested
interests.
.As Lindqulst points out. effecti ve l
ganizational chang~ in high~r ~duC3
tion~special[y th~ restructuring
process we are de:!ling with-require '
working in :111 four :1re:.ls: the r:1ti onJI .
social-inter:1ction:.lI, psychologic:1l. 3r~
political. [n dOIng so, w~ must us~ ~l
ch:.lnge <;[rat~gy that d~:.II) with dev e l.
in2!. presenting, :.Ind Ji.\cussing inforrr
tion bas~Li on l h~or y. re search. :.Ind
generally accepted e\' idence: that foCl
~s on opinion lead~rs and social net
\\orb by "hich people are intluenc ed
th~{t deals honestly with people 's fe~\r ,
and anxieti~s: and that builds coaliti,)I'
around people's int~rests, and utIli ze'
the institution's leadership and gover
nance s tructur~s.
Restructuring the administrative or
academic area of a colleg~ or uni v~ rsit \
is ~l major und~rtaking that will take at
least fourto ti v~ years. My own experi 
enc~ has be~ n in th~ restructuring of ~\
university administr:1tion and in maj o r il
cremental ch:.lnge etlorts in the acad~tl1 i,
ar~as of three institutions. While signit·i·
c3nt and difficult. these academic chang
efforts did not involve the type of re Sti'lil
turing I have proposed In my preVIOUS ~ II
tick on restructuring the role of facult y.
At pre s~ nt. whde a growing numb,
of in stitutions :.Ire be2!Illlllng to JISCLl'
seriously the neeJ to restructure and
are beginning to itwest heavily in
classroom computer tcchnology
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many of them quite creatively-I am
not aware of any institution that has
undertaken the restructuring of faculty
work and the educational process . In
fact. in discussions with individuals
involved in the largest Roundtable re
structuring efforts. I found consider
able concern about the lack of any
good existing models. But I am con
vinced many institutions will undergo
the restructuring process in the next
five to 10 years. And it is highly likely
that any such restructuring of faculty
work will follow a process similar to
that of the administrative area and oth
er major change efforts.
First. any restructuring effort will re
quire the developmenl of a \I'orking con
sensus on Ihe urgenl need 10 reSlrUClure.
By a working consensus. I am referring
to a consensus among the major admin
istrative and faculty leaders of a college
or university as well as many of the ma
jor opinion leaders on the faculty and the
board of trustees.
Second. such a restructuring effort
requires a working consensus around a
vision oflhe inSlilUlion' sfllillre.
Third. while key aCJdemic :md ad
ministrative leaders are criticJl in creat
ing this sense of urgency and vision.
there are others throughout the institu
tion-both faculty and administrators
who will want to be involved from the
outset. The leadership ofl/le college 01'
IInil·(!rslt\· should seek Ollii/wse people
who are Sllppol'li\'e of Ihe change efforl
and \1'ork wilh litem.
Fourth. the restructuring process
takes a considerable amount of time to
fully implement. The resll'llcillred inSli
lillian does nOI emerge \I'hole Q( one
lime: ralher. il;s implemenled;n a se
ries of{71tases IItal el'olve ol'er lime.
These revolutionary changes require
evolutionary processes.
Building a Working Consensus
Creating an institution wide sense
of urgency can be very hard work for
those who sense the importance of
starting the restructuring process. The
reasons for the difficulty are many and
only partly relate to a general resis
tance to any change . While many peo
ple sen se something is amiss in higher
education. they tend to blame others
and/or look to them to change the con
ditions: for governments to grant more
money . for administrators to somehow

It must
be remembered
that people
join a change effort
at a number of
different stages;
few remain resistors
to the end.

fi x the problem. for faculty to be more
productive. for more students to enroll
or pay higher tuition. Jnd so on.
It seems that both faculty and Jdmin
istrators have bought into a perspective
common to people who work in large .
centrJl. planning-oriented organization
al and govemmental bureaucracies;
namely. that somehow their work de
serves suppOrt because they are doing
it. irrespective of successful institution
al performance or external needs . Ac
ti"ity becomes the norm. and if there
are problems. then one should do more
activity-more committee meetings.
more fund-raising. more teJching
without fully understanding how it re
lates to helping the institution become
more effective .
I believe this "activity" perspective
occurs because the outcomes of present
teaching and educational processes are.
for the most part. unexamined-a per
~pe c tive that is reinforced by the sancti
ty of the classroom and the autonomy
and individualism of the faculty. As a
result. it is extremely difficult for facul
tymembers (or administrators) to make
a clear connection between their work
and institutional financial and academic
performance.
S i.milarly, since incremental change
is commonly understood and practiced
when there are serious financial prob
lems. many incremental changes are
initiated based on assumptions that the
decreases in financial support are tem
porJry and good times will return in a
yeJr or tw o. Universities continue to
cut departments. make significJnt cuts
In:.lll non-faculty positions or expens
es. or make across -the-board faculty

cuts to deal with their financial prob
lems. even though a careful lnalysis
of the impact will shoyv that these
sures solve the problem only
arily. while in the long term sha
undercutting the quality of fJculty
work life and reducing the lccess lnd
quality of the education offered.
Developing a working consensus
lround the urgency to start the restruc
turing process requires that lelders in
the faculty and administration creare a
pOl1'eljul ;nilialinglcoordillaring group
that develops the institution~1 strategy
for stlrting. and has the caplbility to
fu IIy implement the restruc turing effort
over time. Among the group's first lCts
is to seek out those people who under
stand the need to act. to encourage them
to join in the effon. and to hlve them
urge their collelgues to come forward .
This consensus-bui lding process will
le~d others to respond .
At the same time. it is imDorunt for
the initilting/coordinating group to col
lect and present widely the good data
and reselrch that are disconcening re
garding the future and indiclte the need
to restructure. Such information
powerful prompt for initiating
sion about the need for inrer.1l1 ch
on a campus. Sman faculty and admini',
t r~[ive lelders know how to use researc 1l
and data to stan the conversations th~t
need to occur. In fJct. the 200 colleges
Jnd universities involved in Pew
Roundtables and the other disc ussion
str~tegies are involved in using the liter
~ture. research and data-as welt as lo
cal pain-to initiate this first step in the
c hange process.
The institution' s leJders must spend
a good deal of time COl1lnwllicalil[g
Ilteil" sense of I/rgencv based on extern~\ I
and internal economic lnd social reali
ties. People throughout the institution
must be aware of the leldership's per
ception of the need to change and com
mitment to act. And they should know
that many other innuential people are
joining the process .
At the same time. leaders of the re
structuring process must understand rh~ll
many faculty cmd administrators wi
want to Join the effon at the beg '
nor need theY-cmd no significan
cOlllmodations should be made to t
It must be remembered that people join .
ch~\nge effort at a number of different
stages: few remain resistors to the end .
. . . . __
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The process. then. for creating a
working consensus to face the urgent
need to restructure a university requires
articulate and strong institutional leader
ship: the participation and com mitment
of man y of the key faculty , ad ministra
tors, and trustee opinion le aders: a col
laboration between these leaders In a
coordi nating/initiating group: co ntinuing
communication where,'er possible about
th ~ urgent need to restructure based on
the ~co nomic, social. and educ:uional re
alIties of the present and future: an ap
peal to supporters within the Institution
who agree wi th the se nse of urgency: and
the c reation of an institutional CO lHex t in
which it is assumed that the re~tructuring
process is essential for the future of the
institution and has already begun,
lJllildillg a Workillg CO ll se/lS /ls
Aroulld a Visioll o/tize FCllllre
While the beginning of the change
process starts with an urge nt need to
face the future of the uni vers ity. build
ing the future requires J leJp o f fai th.
And institutionalleJ.ders must show
that they have faith that a viable future
will evolve.
As [ have stated eJ.rlier. It IS essential
at this point that the key administrative
and faculty players nOt get bogged
do\\-n In detaikd anal v~ e, Il l' the likely
outco mes of the transforma tiona l pro
cess. a sty le of inqUiry :.l nd problem
so lvi ng process common to tho:;e of us
in higher education. Tou much analYSIS
into a future we cannot possibly predict
in detail willleJ.d to an unnece,s ary
waste of time. unending debate,. and
discouragement.
As we embJ.rk on planning the I'u
ture. a powerful. overa ll ,et of direc
tion s is needed-a vision of the general
o ut co me s of the restructuring process.
This can be accompli ~ hed with enough
detail and some exci te ment by asking
two basic interrelated question,'
I) If we were going to creak: this
university today given what we know
and given the technolog y available,
wha t wou ld it look like'
2) Gi ve n the like ly eC I) nOIl1IC :.tnd so
Cia l realities of the ne :-;t deCide, . and
what we pre se ntl y kno\\'. ho w can we
create a univer si t y----c,pecl~tlly at the
undergraduate levt:l-tll:1t :1) enhances
student learning and ,t udell[ xce",;:
b) reduces uni\erslty e:-;pcn,e\ :tnd "tu
dent costs to attend: c) make:\ Ixulty

work [i fe a pos iti ve experience: and
d) meets the needs of the larger society')
Ans wering these broad questions in
a general way creates the "there" that
we are headed toward-a vision of a de
si red future . It focuses the restruc turing
effort by c kari y differentiating how the
un iversi ty presently operates from ho w,
in broad terms, we would like it to oper
ate if we could re-cre:lte it.
Obviously, this is a pragmatic
change cr'fo rt ailli not all our aspira
tIons for the I'uture can be realized.
But focu ~i ng on a viSion of the future
e nable s people to think holIstically
ab o ut wh:,H they are undertaking, to
make ch o icc, among op ti o ns a long the
way. and to defenJ again~I the desire
of InJivlduals to return to the "here"
a, the e\'e~'present difficulti es emerge
in th e: restructuring process,
John Kotter in a rc:cent article in the
Hon 'orc/ Blisilless Rel'ie\(' un "Leading
Change: \\hy Transformations Fail."
wri tes :
\Vitho ut :.J sensible \·isio n. ;) Iransfor,
mati on etlon can e:Jsily dissol ve into
:J lisl or' confusing :.lnt.! incompatible!
proJect; :hat can ta~e :In organization
in the \':~"~g direction or no where ..
In 1·:Jik:.! ·. ,·~\OsfO rnl:.llions. vau often
find pk~tv ofdireCll\'~' :Jnd pro
grams, bUI no \ i,ion .. ,'-\ user'ul ruk
of th um b: ir yo u can' t co mmunicate
the VI,IO n 10 ,omeone: in II\e minule:\
or less ant.! ge l a re ~ lcl io n that signifies
Doth unt.!cN:Jnding :Jnd interest, yo u
:lre nOI :-el done with Ihis phase 01' the
transformalion process,
Creating:l working consen sus on the
vi s ion folluws the same basic process as
the developmen[ of a sense of urgency,
[n fact. the t'.Vo processes should overlap
a good deal. as the ,ensc of urgency
le Jds to aski ng the basic questions and
de\eloping an image of the t'uture, whic h
then reinforces the viability of acting on
the sen se of urgency. Instituti onallead
ers and opinion leaders must seek out
others th roughou t the institution to join
the effort. but there should be no sacri
fiCe of the vi, ion In ol'Jer to include re
sisto rs. [t IS essentiallO work with those
',l.' ho want to make the c hanges and as
Sll ille that almost all the ot hers wi ll e\en
wal ly participate as they \Ce tlleir
interests affected.
.-\t the same time. i[ i, Import:J.nt to
1Tl:lke sure that the vlsioll is broad. thel'e

by permitting a great dealo[ rlexibillty ,
creating the future. Thi s \\ til :.tllow man
different members of the aC:J.demic com
munity to see how their interests can be
taken IntO account ;n the implementaliu
process. [n fact. :J.ltemati\c models or
,,·o r!..: may be employed as ['acuIty mern
bel'S and administrators take seriuusl > J
focus on studen t leaming J nd reduceJ
e,\penses.
The key issue will be nlJintaming.J
cie:lr focus un the \'ision and broad Ji,c
ti(1ns as the change procc:s.; e\ulves. -;-,
Illc:~ms that the reqruCturillg ImplemC:'1!
lion process wtllln\'ohe "cntinuing ' r;::
:.l ti llllS between the cen[ral ~() ordinall " c:
initiatin g group- Ihat is. [he "ho ld el'"
ll f the vision and broad dire ~! illnS
:JnJ Illlp leme ntatiOll team, [h at erealL
the concrete meaning ofth:, Vision :1;,":
It, direction In th" ~e: edu":Jlional ~".
adnllnistrati\'c J. rC;lS uf tile :nstiIUli(111
There is a ~reat deJ: ,.11' rDO I-:l for cre~!' "
t:, but there can be 110 comc;utnisc: ',\ ,
the o\er:J.1I \i,ion :.lnd direc io ns.

\\'orking With Th ose Committed
to Challge
,-\~ empll:l sized Jbove, il 'S e:"en tl ,. :
tilat the leJ.dership ,l (thc: re'~ lllclllnll ;
pr,lcess focus on tho~e who 'UpP()[[ tl~ ~
..:hange efforl rJ.ther than \, orrylng ~d '
~hll'C '.'1ho Jo Il<)t. [( I, c'lllll::;un III hi:;
"Juc'Jlion to let thll'~ '.\ hu . :'-;: In llP P<"
tion Jelc rllllne the J genda , ) 1 j Ch,lll~ ':'
proLess. thereby (o rcing C() , ;Jrll llll ',"
that undermine the o\erall J ireui nn .
Thi, most otten oc::urs be~·:lU.,e instllL:
tilln:lI kadc:rs atteillpt to "'Ill alcep tJ I:"
I'ronl d go\'emance grtlllp t(),) early In ",
pwcc:ss. resulting in the ne:eu to l'lH 1J:" :
tile l'esi,tOrs to get their JCCju !e\cen n: "
\'Lltes, I belie\'e tha[ :1 deci'llln hy tl,,,:
gll\ ernance ,; [ruCtllre, to tnll\'e fllr\\';I:,:
shLl uld occu r relau\ety Idte in the jlw
cc,,;. wilen there i, J. gene ra i ulld e r st;I I ~,1
Ing llt lhe need [ 0 <.:h;lllge:. there: i ~ :1 \ I, i! '
uf the re,struc[ured In,tillliion. and thcr,'
are lllany \\ho ~up p urt the ell'on,
The literature on tile :.ldoptilln of 111
1H.l\ations. es pecially the v.urk (11 E\
erert Rogers. indicJtcs tilat rclati\cl:
c:kJ I st,lges elll be llb\e:r\cd in tile: \\ ,1\
pel1pk acce pt ll1aJ~lI' c:hdnge,in htH\
rlle' \ wo rk and lise new lech niljll<> :!I h!
n);l tc:ri :.1I,. Sllllle peo p k- lhe Ill n()\d
tlll·,-Itke IO be 111\ llived In (h:lllge ;1- 
tl\ ItieS and will be tile i'ir\[ 1<) aUllpl
,ucli Inno\~\ti llns: vtlier' -Ihe cal'i:
;IJIljltc:rs-need t\.l ,ec: lile ! 1 11l! )\'~ll(lI ',
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lead, but they are right behind; still oth
ers will follow at a later poi nt as the
need becomes clearer and they see oth
ers' success. Then. there are the lag
gards who may resist to the very end,
but they tend to be a small minority.
The key insight in this for university
restructuring is that we must allow the
process to evolve and must continually
make the case for the changes by com
municating through campus opinion
leaders to a broader and broader audi
ence. Further, as we seek to develop
ideas for implementing the vision, we
should invo lve greater and greater num
bers of people in planning groups. An
effective restructuring process requires
that an institution's leadership initiate
the change effort, ye t it requires a broad
collaborative effort for successful im
plementation. This broad collaboration
occ urs through implementation teams
established to realize the vision.
Strategic patience and perseverance
are essential ingredients of any major
transformation effort. To quote James
Collins and Jerry Porras from their re
cent book on successful businesses,
Built to Last, "Luck favors the persis
tent." This is a secret ingredient in gath
ering support for the restructuring
effort-to persist until the re st ructured
university comes into being.
Plwsed Implementation Process

The restructured institution should
not and cannot come into bei ng at one
time: as stated earlier. these re vo lution
ary changes are implemented by an evo
lutionary process.
The restructuring process must be
guided by a (lowerful central cou rdinat
ing group res(lonsiblefor implt::menting
the vision. which includes the re vo lution

ary changes. In order to accomplish this.
the ce ntral group needs to cre::lte a num
ber of implementatioll teams to work on
specific parts of the restructuring effort;
these teams reflect the evolutionary na
ture of the restructuring process. Exam
ples of such implementation teams may
include those respon sib le for:
I. the assessment of student learning
outcomes;
2. integrating all stude nt services into
"one-stop shopping";
3. seeking out partnerships with other col
leges and universities to reduce costs
and increase iearning opportunities;

People need
to know when
important changes
in their work
will be required,
so that they can have
some sense of control
over their lives.

4.

establi~hing

faculty development
training programs around the use of
technology and new faculty roles.
such as mentoring and small-group
discussion skill s;
5. creating demonstrati on projects that
use technology to reduce faculty work
load :lI1d enhance student le::tming:
6. developing new faculty roles ; and
7. developing alternative academic ca l
endar st ructures.
The se teams will cut across tradi
tional faculty and administrative lines.
thereby laking the restructuring process
deep into the institution and bringing
many new people into the effort.
As previous ly stated. the primary
funct ion of the centra l coordinating
group is maintaining the foc us on the
ov er~!l\ vision and strategy as more and
more people and implementation teams
participate; thi s wil l prove essential to
the over:lil success of the restructuring
effort. The central group also focuses
on dealing with the political realities ot
the institution. Because thi s group con
tains the key ad mini strative :.lOd fac ulty
leaders. it has the capability to allocate
scarce tisc31 and human resources. to
form im plement3tion te 3ms that build
coal itio ns across campus. and to moni
tor the work of these teams. Further. be
cause this central gro up maintains the
calendar of the change effort. it can
make the necessary adjustments to deal
with unforeseen difficulties .
An important element in the imple
mentat ion process is creati ng early vic
tories. Because the restructuring
process will take at lea st four to five
yea rs to complete. it is impo rtant that

people feel a sense of accomplishment
along the way. Waiting to the end to
feel some sense of success may be dis
couraging for too many and increase
their resistance out of frustration or
iety about the long-te rm outcome. But.
as Kotter maintains. "C re3ting short
term win:; is different from hoping for
short-term wins. The latter is pass ive.
the former active ."
[n del'elopin g the implementation
teams. care should be gil'en to seeking
such e3r1y victories. In the examples
presented above. it is possible to envi
sion that "one-stop ~ hopping " for stu 
de nts can occur early in the process. So.
too. can establishing a faculty de l'e lop
me nt proc~ss to help faculty with new
skil ls. cre:!ting demonstrat io n projects
using nell tec hnologie s. and ~o me part
nering with other instituti o ns. On the
other hand. creating ne w facu lty role,.
and inventing alternatil'e 3cademic cal
endars might wel l take a long time to
ac hieve. bch in sti tution will have a
wide array of issues to de al with in a re
structuring effort; focusing on some
early victories will help create the con
text for later success.
It is important to est3blish demon
SI TCllioll projects to test out new ideas.
Such projects can be t'airiy sizable. such
a~ a group of faculty and stude nts form
ing a small college withi n a co llege. or
can be smail , such as a k\v faculty te st
Ing out new way s to use technology to
re st ructu re the role of facu lty members.
The se te st sites will also determine
whether those new ideas 3re worthy of
broader dissemination within the insti
tution.
Most coll eges 3nd unll'ersilies are
fortunate in having facultv members
who are already experimenting with
new methods of del i veri ng educational
services. It is important that these indi 
vidual, be given the necessary suppOrt
and independence to pursue these inno
vations.
Implementing small3nd large
demon st ration projects-some of which
are successfu l-<:an create models of
sliccess. Knowing and seeing that their
colle3gues have successfully imple
mented new education al or administ
ti ve proc:e sses encourages those who
interested in the change etlort but can
figure out what it looks like or what
they can do .
The reality of any restructuring pro

cess is that since we are deal i ng with the
basic underlying processes. structures.
and belief systems of the institution. the
change cannot occur quickl y: people
just can't alter their bel ie f systems
overnight-nor should they. Hence.
while difficult to develop. there is a
need for a clear. general lime line for
the introduction of changes that :lre be
ing planned. Adjustments in the sched
ule will. no doubt. be made at one time
or another JS new idea s and plans
emerge or as difficulties occur. but
these must be made with gre:lt CJre.
People net!d to know when important
changes in their work wi II be required.
so that they CJn have some sense of
control over their lives. Predictability
and consistency Jre important dements
in enabling people to adapt their work
lives to new practices.
Finally. while there are other ele
mentS of the implement:l ti on process. it
is import:lnt to highlightj/\·e rools/or
success:
1. Inlemal expertise should be
used as much as possible. This ap
proach will give more credibility to
the change process, wil l reduce the
numbt!r of mistakes and difficulties in
curred JS consultJnts le:lrn :lbout the
institution. will a\'oid t!\lernal consul
t:lnts usi ng "cookie-CUl!;:,r" approaches
to the instilution. Jnu "ill enable the
I',lcult> :lnd administr:lt o ['s to have col·
leagues who will rem ,lin with them
over the long h:lu l. While 'ome eXler
nal support ma; prove helpr'ul. an :lS
st!ssrnent of intern:ll re~ources is
essentiJI. It is my impre ss ion thJt there
is much more i":l(ulty :lnd adminiqra
tive expertise at most collt!ges Jnd uni
versitie, than i, recognized.
2. Risk-takers should be sllpported.
Those fJculty Illeillbers and :ldministra
tors \\ 110 are the inno\'ato['s anu early
adopters should he supported in their ef
fans. ,,b an indi(,llion to others of the
seriousness of' the ['estrllcturing efforts
and to show the risk-takers til::!t the in
stitution support, thei[' activities.
3. Linl.: witlt other ins(illl1ions going
through the change process. Restruc
luring a college or university is a diffi:
cult undertJking. Jnd it is especially
nice to kilOW thaI others are qruggling
in the ,Jllle way: the mutual support and
commiseration gJineu in this \Vay can
not be over-estimalt!d. Such networking
may overcome the tendency of' raculty

and administrators in a particular insti
tution to believe thaI their problems are
unique and the result of their lack of
ability or the special nature of their own
i nsti tution. By shari ng ex periences one
institution may be helped to avoid
sticky probiems :llre:ldy so lved by oth
ers. Furt her. faculty and :ldministrators
love to talk with colleagues and they
may find it easier to share problems
with [hose outside their institution than
inside . as wel.1 JS to accept help from
outsiders.
4.Il/resling in faculty developmellt
will be necessary. Tht! ch:mges being
asked of fJculty members in restructur
ing their work li\es \\ill be <!\traordi
nary and wi I I requ i re them to function
in ways they never conceived of :lnd for
which they were no! trained. Significant
support for faculty development will be
necessary. By pro viding thes<! dollars
especially in difficult times-the uni
versity indicates its commitment to the
changes:ls well as re spect fo r the diffi
culties thal faculty are undertaking.
S.I1)\·eslInent ill (eciznology will be
needed. \t!w technologit!s will play J
key ro lt! in the restruGuring process and
uni ve rsities must be "'illing to invest in
them. This does not me:ln J un iversity
must h:l \'~ :lll the be Iband wh istles of the
mO"t recent t~c:hnologicallk\ eillprnents.
but i! doe, mean that the technology need
ed l0 restructure tht! \\0rk or auministrJ·
tors :lnu f:lcull;' will ot! a\':li lable.
FACING THE FUTURE

activities of many or most of the unive~s
ties in the country over the next 10 years
Tht! process by which these transforma
tions ~ke place will not beea,y and will
not be quick. As the planning and impk
mentation process unfolds. mJny toug"',
decisions will ha ve to be made. some
wrong turns will have to be redirected.
technology will nor work as expectt!d.
difficult people and situations will have
to be overcome. and :lojustmems made:
the timelable. And. people will grie ve : :~
loss of the past-people. structures. ane
processes-as they enter into the future
wheth<!~ IC:lping or c;:lwling.
As Kolter conclude s his article on
tr:lnsiormationa l ch:lnge efforts:
In reaiilY. even S UC(;~ ss rul change e!·
fom are messy and full
Bu!

JUSI

\ISIOr: l '

needed 10 guide people through:: ma o
jorc~ange. so J \ ision of the :hange

process can reduce the error :a[e ..o..n<.i
[eoke;errors can 50e l i lhe differenc~
bel'.\een success

arc

fail ure .

,.\s [ have discuss<!d in my twe pr<! .
ous Jrticles. powen'ul pressures wi ll
force major changes in how our col
leges and universities :lre orgJnized
Tnt! m:lJor issue for ,hose of us in hig'-:
edUCJiion to f:lce is \\hcthe r w e-faL ~ .•
t\. JCr7li;]istr:.!tors. and trustee"-Jro:
going:Cl :e:lu tht! se -:~Jnge er·ron , ll r :--.
forceci into them [)\ ~x!ernJI ag<!:1li ~,
:lnd groups
We mu st fact! the luture .l(il ,,·cr(!.'.
neu'ss([/'r

Rt!strucruring will be one of the major

or surprises.
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scie:llce. BlI( of evell nlOte COllcerl1 () him is d,c ;HIDI" io n
of corporare mallagclllcllI, prodllUioll, ;lIld IILllkcrillJ:; SILllfJ',ic> I) ~
unive:rsirie:s. Hc wurries ai>ullr the "J:;lowillg pdilical JlId h'. lsincs , ·
orie:nred lIIarkcring of die min,I" and is srillwlIvin ced "dial
gener:J edw.;atioll and irs concerns are rhe: ceiller of eve.y IIniversi
ry worth irs corn or irs salcwarer.
finally, David Mathews provides )'cr ano(her way of thinki!l!;
abolH and defining puLlic scholarship. He Jraws on schobrs Stich
as Thomas I3enJer and Roben Purnal11 ro explore whJr pllblic
schobrship mighr mean. COl11l11l1nicJlion, cspecially dclibcr;,[i 'J c
dialogue, is essential to public life, a (heme echoed by Alej;lI1dro
Salll de Sal)[Jmaria. PIiLlic scholars are "ddincd, in p;trr, by how
[hey go aLolir producing knowledge, by die kinds of qlles(iolls
[hey raise, and mosr of all, by [he richness of rheir concepr of pllb.
lic life:." He furrher asserrs, "rhey CIII be idelHilied hy die way rhc),
sfand in relarion to rhe: public. PuLlic scholars sralld wilh Olhn cir'

f)T\!fI)ED NO MORE
Approach ro Edllcational Reform
Palmer

,\ MO\,Cllll:il[

;~y

?arfcer J.

As I lravel [hc cOlllllry lalking wilh hudry aLolir [he reform of
re;ILhing and learlling, I Illecr many people who care abollt [he
slIbjecr and wh() ha ve «()llIllellillt,; vi~inlls f~lI challgc. Bllr afra we
h;lve lallced a whilc. \lILr converS:lliOIlS rake 311 almosr inc:vir:lLIc:
rlll II. "These arc wondcrrlll idcas," someone will say, "hur every
"'sr one of dlelll will he dcfc;J[ed by lhe cOlldirions of academic
lire."
Thar claim is IlSlull>, followed by 3 lirany ofimpc:dimenrs [Q
inslill/rional reforlll ; 'Icaching has low SlartlS ill rhe aCldemy,
(CIIlLre decisil)ns L1Vor lhose who puLl ish, scarce dollars willllwJys
g() II) reSC:lrLil (or ro ;lIll1linislI:llioll, or lO bricks and morr;n), ere.
No 11I;llln how hopci'1I1 ollr Ilfcvilliis convasarion has bC':II, these
rClllindcrs of illSrilillionall,;ridlock creare a mood of resignarion,
even desp;lir - and lhe g;IJIlC f~ds Insr beforc play has beglln.
The COnSIJncy of lhis expericnce has forced me: ro think more
cll'lJldly alH)llf how cli;l!1ge really happc:ns. I have found myself
revisiling :In old hill h.:tprlll dislincrioll herv"een an orglllliz,lIiolln/
"ppro:lch and a TlJOl'fIIlOIl approach ro challge:. Bo[h organiz:Jrions
and I1I()VellleiItS arc vaillable, worrhy of Icadership, and channels
I(l[ chaJlge - alld a heallhy socier}' will encourage symbiosis
bClweell lhe rwo (indeed, rtform·millJed JJmillislrawrs ofren
welcOille mOVelllen[ energies). Bill when an orglllizarionalll1clI'
laliry is imposcd on a problem [liar requires movement
sensibiliries, lhe rcslIlt is ofrcn despair. I belicve ri13r some of LIS
:lie: IIl ;dcing prcciscly dIal Illislalcc whcn it comcs [0 dlt: rdorm of
reachinJ:; and le:lfl1ing.
Thc Ilrg;lnizaliollal approach ro changc is prcmised on lhe
lIolion lhar LureJucracies - [hcir mles, roles, and relalionships
dcrllle die lilllirs of social reality wilhin which change: mnsr hap.
pcn. OrganilJrions an: essemi;dly arrangements of power, so [his
;lpproach rn change asks : "How can rhe power conrlined wirhin
rhe boxes of rhis organiurioll Le rcarranged or redirecred [Q

izc:ns . IJ

We invire YOli [Q join in examining rhe questions posed in
these essays, and to join in exploring what pllLlic life might Le if
academics alld adminis[[awrs were [0 re[hillk [heir profcssiollal
oriellla[ions. Echoing Oavid Ma(hcws, ler liS heH frolll YOll.

l;'rolll
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achieve rhe desired goal?" Thar is a good <]ucsrioll - exc<:pr wh<:n
ir assumes rhar bureaucracies are rhe only game in rown.
This approach pirs enrrenched parrerns of corporare power
againsr fragile images of change harbored by a minoriry of individ
uals, and rhe march is inherendy unfair. Constrained by this
model, people wirh a vision for change may devore rhemselves co
persuading powerholders co see rhings rheir way, which drains
energy away from rhe vision and breeds tesenrmenr among the
visionaries when "permission" is nor gr:1I1tcd. Whcn org;1I1i/.:l [ions
seem less inreresred in change than in preservarion (which is, afrer
a/l, rheir job), would-be reformers are likely (0 give up if rhe orga
nizarional approach is the only one rhey know.
Bur our obsession wirh rhe organi
zarional model may suggesr somerhing
more sinisrer rhan mere ignorance of
anorher way. We somerimes ger perverse
sarisfacrion from i nsisring rhar organi
vrions offcr rhe only path co change.
Then, when rhe parh is blocked, we can
indulge rhe luxury of resenrmelH rather dIan seek an
alrern arive avenue of reform - and we can blamc ir all 0 11
exrernal forces rarher rhan rake responsibility upon ourselves.
There is a parr of human narure thar would rarher remain
hopeless rhan rake rhe risk of new life. Ir is nor uncommon for
academics co be driven by rhis "de:Hh wish," even (and perhaps
especially) rhe mosr idealisric among us. The mosr vigorous resis
rance co rhe movemenr model may come from reformers who have
been defeared on one froll[ and are (00 weary to open allorher.
Somerimes ir is easier (0 live wirh rhe comforr of despair rhan with
rhe challenge of knowing rhar change can happen despire the iner
ria of organizarions.

The Movement

~y

Bur there is another avenue (Oward change: The way of the move
mene. I began to undersrand movemems when I saw rhe simple
facr rhar noching would ever have changed if reformers had
allowed themselves co be done in by organizarional resisrance.
Many of us experience such resisrance as checkmare co our hopes
for change, Bur for a movemem, resisrance is merely rhe place
where things begin. The movemem menraliry, far from being
defeared by organizarional resisrance, rakes energy from opposi

\
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[Ion . Opposirioll V:llid:}[(:s rhe ;:lLJdacillus idea rhar change musr
come.
The black liberarion movemenr and rhe women's movemenr
would have died aborning if racisr and sexisr organizarions had
been allowed ro define the rules of engagemenr. Bur for some
blacks, and for some women, rhar resisrance affirmed and ener
gized rhe srruggle. In both movemems, advocares of change found
sources of counrervailing power ourside the organizarional srruc
wr<:s, :I[ld rhey Ilurrured thar power in ways thar evemually gave
them immense leverage on organizarions.
The genius of movemenrs is paradoxical: They abandon rhe
logic of organizarions in order co gather the power necessary (0
rewrire rhe logic of organizarions. Both rhe black movemem and
rhe women's movemenr grew ourside of organizarional boundaries
- but borh returned ro change the lay, and rhe law, of rhe land. I
believe tbar the reform of reaching and learning will happen only if
we who care abour ir learn ro live rhis paradox.
Wh:H is the logic of a Illovemem ? How does a movemem
unfold Jnd progress? I see four definable srages in rhe movemenrs
I h:lvc srudied - srages rh ;H do lIor ullfold as nearly :IS rhis lisr
suggests, bur ofrell overlap Jlld circle back on each orher:
• Isolared individuals decide co scop leading "divided lives."
• These people discover each orher and form groups for
murual supporr.
• Empowered by community, rhey learn ro rranslare "privare
problems" inro public issues.
• Alrernarive rewards emerge co susrain rhe movemenr's
vision, which may force the convenrional reward sysrem co
change.

r wanr co explore these srages here, bur nor simply in remem
brance of things past. I3y undersranding rhe srages of a movemenr,
some of us may see more clearly rhar we are engaged in a move
l1lem roday, rhar we hold real power in our hands - a form of
power rhar h~d~~en[ealchange in recem times. Knowing our
power, perhaps we will have less need or desire co succumb co rhe
sweer despair of believing rhar organizarional gridlock musr have
rhe lasr word.
Choosing Integrity
The firsr srJ.ge in a movemenr CJ.1l be described wirh some preci
sion, I rhink. Ir happens when isolared individuals make an inner
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choice [Q s[Q P leadin g "divided lives. " Most of liS know from
expetience what a divided life is. Inwardly we feel one sort of
imperative for our lives, but ourwardly we respond [Q quite anoth
er. This is the human condition, of co urse: our inner and outer
worlds will never be in perfect hatmony. i3ut there are extremes of
dividedness that beco me intolerable, and when the tension snaps
inside of Ihis perso n, then that perSOIl, ;lIld th en ;\Il O( her, a 1Il0ve
mellt may be under way.
The decisio n to stOP leJding a divideJ life, made hy enol lgh
people ove r a period of time, may eventllally have political impact.
But at the outset, it is a deep ly personal dccisio n, raken for rh e
s:t ke of personal imegrity and wholeness. I c:t ll ir rhe "Rosa Parks
decision" in ho nor of the woman who decided, one hot Alaba ma
da y in 1955, rhat she finall y would sit at the front of the bus.
Rosa Parks' dec ision was neither random nor taken in iso la 
tion. She se rved as secretary for the local NAACP, had studied
social change at rhe Highlander Folk Schoo l, and was aware of
olhers' hopes to organize a bus boycott. Bllt her mnrive th at day
in Montgomery W:lS nor !O spark rhe modcrn civil rights IlIOVC
ment. Years later, she expbin ed her decisio n wi lh a simple bur
powerful image of personal wholeness: "[ sat down because my reet
were ti red ."
I suspect we ca n say even more: Rosa Parks sat at rhe from of
the bus beca use her soul was tired of the vas t, demotalizing gap
betwee n knowing herself as full y human and co llaborating with a
sys tem that denied her humanity. The decisio n co stop lead in g a
divided life is less a strategy for altering other people's values than
an uprising of rhe elemental need for one's own va lues to CO llle co
the fore. The power of a mo ve ment lies less in attacki ng so me
enem y's ulHruth than in naming and claimin g a truth of one's
own.
T here is immense energy for change in such inward decisions
as they leap from one perso n [Q another and ourward co the soci
ery. With these decisions, individuals may set in motion a process
that crea tes change from the in side out. There is an irony here:
We often think of movements as "confrontational," as hammering
away at social structures until the sinn ers inside repent - and we
co nrrast (hem (ofren in vidio usly) wilh (he "slow, sready, failhful"
process of working for chan ge from wirhin the orga nizati o n. In
trurh, people who take an organizational apP[Qach co problems
ofren become obsessed wi th (heir un yi eldin g "enemies," while peo

pie who adopt a movement approach mu st begin bv changi ng
themselves.
I meer reachers around the country who are ( hoosing inregri 
ry in ways reminiscent of Rosa Parks. These f.1culrY ha ve realized
[hat even if reaching is a back-o f-the -bus rhing for rheir insriru
[ions , it is a front-of-[he-bus (hi ng for them. The\' have reali zed
rbar :l passion fo r teaching was wh:tt :t nimal ed (heir J eLi sio n [()
cnler Ihe aClJ eI1l Y, and rhey do not wa !H [() losc rh e prim al energy
of rhe ir prorcsl ion:ll livcs. They ha ve rC:llil.<::" d1:H [hc)' LarC dn:pl y
abour rhe: li ves of [heir Sflld en[s, :l nd th ey do nor \\:tnr [() ah:tndon
rhe yO llng. They have realized [hat teaching is an e!Herprise in
whidl rhey h:l\'e:t he;!\'V inves[ment uf personal iJ entiry :lfld
In e:lIJing - and rh ey have deci J ed ro rein vest their
lives , even if they do not receive di vide nds from (heir
colleges or from [h eir cu ll c::tgll(':s.
For these te:lchers , the decision is
re:.dl y quite silllpl<:: Ca ring abo ut reach
ing and 'lbollt students brings rhem heallh
:15 persons, and lO Lo lLliJOra tt: in :1denial uf
Ii1:H bcr is 10 col labora re in a diminishment
of their own lives. Thev refllse any longer ro acr
olltwa rdl y in co lltradi c[i on to some (hin g [h ey kno\\' in wa rdl y ( 0 be
true - (hat teach ing, and reaching we ll, is a sourCe of idenri( y for
th em . Thcy understand that (his refusa l may evoke (he wra(h of
the gods of the professions, who are often threatened when we
reach for perso nal wholeness . BlIt srill , th ey persisr.
W hat drives such a decision, with all irs risks : The difference
between a person who srays ar (he back of (he bus and "si(s on ir"
and one who finally decides ro sir up front is probably losr in rhe
mys tery of human courage. i3ut co urage is srill1ula[ed by tht: sim
pl e in sight rhar my oppress ion is not simply [he resulr or IlJilldless
extcrnal forces; it co mes :1 lso [rom the fact that I co llabo ra[e: wirh
these forces, giving assent ro the ve ry thing thar is crushing my
spirit. With rhis realiza rio n co mes ange r, and in anger is thc ener
gy [har drives some peop le [0 say: "E noll gh. My fee! are rired.
Here I sit."
These peopl e have se izcJ the perso nal in sighr from which all
l11 ()vemc llts begin: No punishmellt ca n possibly be more severe
rh :1I1 Ihe punishmcnt that comes from conspiri ng in rhe denial of
onc's own integriry.

Corporate SlIpport
Bur rhe personal decision ro srop leading a divided life is a frail
reed. All around us, dividedness is presented as the sensible, even
responsible, way to live. So the second stage in a movement hap
pens when people who have been making these decisions sran ro
discover each orher and enter into relarions of murual encourage
ment and support. These groups, which are characrerisric of every
movement I know abour, pcrform rhe crucial funcrion of helping
rhe Rosa Parks of rhe world know rhar even rho ugh they are out of
srep, rhey are not crazy. Togerher we learn thar behaving normally
is somerimes nurs bur seeking integrity is always sane .
Ofren, when I offer a workshop on the reform of te:lching
and learning, a professor will come to me privarely and say: "I
agree wirh you abour rhese things - bur I am rhe only one on this
campus who feels rhar way." Later in the day, cwo or rhree more
faculty will take me aside and say the same rhing. By evening I
have spoken [Q eight or ten peoille who arc commitccd to good
reaching but are quite sure they are alone in rhese convicrions on
their campus .
Whilc sragc onc is strong on many CllllllllSC' , srage (wO is less
well developed. Faculty who have decided (0 livc "divided no
more" are often unaware of each orher's exisrence - so we:lk ;lrc
the communal structures of the academy, :lnd so diflldenr are
intellecruals abour sharing "private" maners. It is difficult for f:lc 
ulty ro seek each orher out for murual supporr. Bur ir is clear from
all gre:lr movements rhar murual support is viral if the inncr deci
sion is ro he Sllsrained - and if rhe movemenr is to rake ils ncxr
crucial steps roward garhering power.
Where suppon groups do exist, rhey assume a simple form
and function. Six or eighr faculty from a variery of departments
agree ro meet on a regular but manageable schedule (say, once
every [WO weeks) simply [Q ralk abour reaching. (The mi x of
depanmenrs is imponanc because of rhe political vulnerability fac
ulty often feel within their own guild halls.) They ralk about what
rhey reach, how they reach, whar works and what doesn't, and 
most important of all- the joys and pains of being a reacher.
The conversarions are informal, confidential and, above all, can
did. When you ask these people how they manage to add one
more meering ro rheir crowded schedules, che answer ofrcn is :
"This ~ of meering is nor a burden, bur a relief. Ir acru:llly
li p 111y rime."
se

"A
/lS

support
groups dClle/op,
individuals /eam
to traIlS/ate thei,.
private concems
into public issues,
fwd they gro/U in
tlJeir flbifity to
give voice to these
issues in public
and compellillg
ways. "

Some of chcsc groups have evolved ground rules for converS:l
tion , and - on the evidcnce of other movements - such rules are
viral if these groups are to flourish. Rules may be especially vir:ll in
the academy, where real conversation is often thwaned by a culture
rhat invires posruring, inrimidarion, :lnd keeping score. Ground
rules cannot creare new arrirudes, bur rhey can encourage new
behavior.
for example, rhe ground rulcs may say rhat eKh person gers
;In opporruniry [Q speak - bur when rhe orhers respond, rhey
may respond only with questions rhat will help the speaker cbrifY
his or her inner truth. They may not cririci7.e, give advice, offer
piry, or SJY "tsk, tsk" when it rums out onc b:ls IlOt read rhe laresr
book. The qucsrions-only rule encourages real listening by ban
ning one-upping, amareur psychoanalysis, quick "fixes," and all
the other ways we have of walling ourselves off from each orher.
Of course, people are always free to ask for help wirh the problems
lhey f:l Cc. 13(({ problem solving is nor the primary purpose of these
garherings. Their purpose is to wrap the individual's inner deci
sion in :I resolve thar c:ln only come from being heard by a
SUl'porllve COllllllUllilY.
At rhe moment, I sllspect, more wOlllen [han men are com
ing together on campus ill supporr groups of [his .~ort. The reason,
I think, is simple: Women who care about rcaching 3re involved in
rwo movements ar once - one in support of reaching, anorher in
sllpporr of women in rhe academy - so they have double need of
communal susrcnance. Perhaps rhey have hcard and heeded rhe
adl1lonirion of Marg:lret MC:ld: "Never douhr rhar a sm:lll group of
rhoughrhd, coillmitted cirizens can change the world; indeed, ir's
the only thing rhat ever has."

Going Public
The third stage of a movement has already been implied . As sup
port groups develop, individuals learn [Q translate their privare
concerns into public issues, and they grow in their ability to give
voice to these issues in public and compelling ways . To pur it
more precisely, supporr groups help people discover rhar their
problems are not "private" :It all, bur have been occasioned by pub
lic conditions and therefore require public remedies.
This has been the srory of the women's movement (and of the
black liberarion movemclH as well). For a long rime, women were
"kep[ in their place" parrly by a psychology thar relegared
women felt [Q the privare realm - grist for the rherapeuri
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But whcn womcn came togcther and began discovering rhe preva
lence of their pain. rhey also began discerning its public roots.
Then they moved from Freud ro feminism.
The tr:lnslation of private pain inro public issues that occurs
in support groups goes far beyond the analysis of issues; it also
empowers people ro rake those issues into public places. Ir was in
small groups (notably. in churches) rhar blacks were empowered ro
take rheir protest ro the larger community - in songs and ser
mons and speeches. in pickers and in marches, in open lerrers and
essays and hooks. Group support cllLolirages people to risk the
public exposure of insights rhat had earlier seemed far roo fragile
ttl[ that rollgh -and -tumhle realm.
I am using rhe word "public" here ina way lhJt is more cbs
sical than contemporary. The public re:rllll I have in mind is nor
rhe realm of polirics, which would return us ro rhe manipularion
of organizarional power. Instead, to "go public" is ro enter one's
convictions into the mix of communal Jiscourse. It is ro project
one's iJeas so thar others can hear rhem, responJ ro rhem, anJ be
influenceJ by rhem - and so that one's iJeas can be tesred anJ
refineJ in the public crucihle. The public, undersrooJ as a vehicle
of discourse, is prepolitical. It is that primitive process of commu
nal conversation, conflict, and consensus on which the health of
institurionalized power depends .
Many would argue, of course. that our public process is itself
in poor healrh and cannot be relied on for remedies. These crirics
claim that there is no longer a public forum for a movement ro
employ. But historically, it is precisely the energy of movemelHs
that has renewed rhe public realm; movements have the capacity to
create the vety public they depend on . However moribund the
public may be, ir is reinvigorated when people learn how to articu
late their concerns in ways that allow - indeed, compel - a
wider public ro lisren and respond.
Today, educational reform is becoming a focus of public dis
course. and will become an even sharper focus if rhe movemenr
grows. Many books have been written on the subject, and some
- for berrer or for worse - have become best-sellers. Speakers
roam the land planting seeds of change in workshops and convoca
tions. New associations advance rhe cause of change in national
and regional garherings (and faculty who feel isola red on their own
campuses seek them out as desert nomads seek oases) . Well -estab

li shed national associations havc takcn reform as all agendulll .
Even more remarkable, the movement for educational reform
has been joined by publics far beyond the walls of the academy.
Parents, employers, legislators, and columnisrs are calling for more
arrention to reaching and learning, and their calls are insistent.
Recently, a coalirion of major accounring firms used the language
of collaborative learning ro press the agency that accredits business
schools roward rhe reform of business education. At moments likc
rhar, one knows th :u "going public" can make a difference.
Because rhis acrivity Joes not always have direct polirical
impact, some skeptics may call it "mere words." Bur this criticism
COlli es fro II 1 ,Ul org;lIliz;ttiollalmcnralilY. By giving public voice to
altclll:trive valtles we elll crcare somelhing more fumi:JmelH:l1 than
political c11:l11ge. We can crearc cullllral change. \'V'hen we seCllre
a place in public discourse for ideas and imagcs like "collaborative
learning." we are following those reformers who minred phrases
like "aHirnlative Jction" and made them the coin of the realm.
W hen the language of change becomes available in the common
culture, people are berrer able to name their yearnings for change,
to explore them wilh others, ro claim membership in a gre;l[ move
menr - and to overcome the disabling effects of feeling isolated
and half-mad.

Alternative Rewards
As a movement passes through the first three stages, it develops
ways of rewarding people for sustaining the movement itself. In
part, these rewards are sim ply integral ro rhe nature of each stage;
rhey are the rewards rhat come from living one's values, from
belonging ro a community, from finding J public voice. But in
stage four, a more systematic parrern of alternarive rewards
emerges, and with it comes the capacity [Q challenge the domi
nance of existing organizations.
The power of organizations depends on their ability ro
reward people who abide by rheir norms - even rhe people who
sufra from rhose norms. A rJcist society depends on a majority
who are rewarded for keeping rhe minority "in irs place" - and
on J minority willing [0 stay rhere. Bur as members of eirher group
discover rewards for alternarive behavior. it becomes more difficult
for racism [Q reign . An educational system that ignores human
need in favor of a narrow version of professionalism depends on a
reward sYStem that keeps both faculty and students in their place.

But as soon as rewards for aicernative heh:wior emerge for either
group, it becomes more difficulc for reform [0 be denied its day.
What are the alcernative rewards offered by a growing move
ment? As a movement grows, the meaning one does not find in
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sociery is one ill which organiz:Hions and movements are related
symbolically - as the case of black and feminist scholars will
show. Without movements , such scholars would not be bringing
Ilew life [0 organizations; withour organizations, such scholars
would not have found ways [0 sustain careers .

conventional work is found in the meaning of the movement. As a
movement grows, the affirmation one does nor receive from orga
nizational colleagues is received from movemem friends. As a
movement grows, careers that no longer satisfy may be revisioned
in forms and images that the movement has inspired. As a move

But now that black and feminist scholars have found an aca
demic niche, the need for the movement is not gone.
Organizations often employ critics in order co contain them. By
placing these scholars in air-tight departments, the academy may

ment grows, the paid work one canllot (lnd in conventional

yer be :thle
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keep thclIl frolll bre:trhillg ncw life into the pbccs

organizations may be found in the movement itself.

where educ:ttion is oxygen -starved. Indeed, the academic culture

Ultimately, as a movement grows, conventional organizations
are more and more likely [0 create spaces where movement-style
work can be done. Forry years ago. anyone working openly for
"equal opponuniry" might have had a hard time geHing paid work
of any sort. Today, many organizations are required [0 pay some

oftcn inhibits black and feminisr scholars themselves from teach
ing in ways thar honor their own insiglHs. The movement has
succeeded, but the movemem is still needed.

one to serve as their Equal Employment Opponuniry officer.
Similarly, black and feminist scholars whose insighrs have long
been unwelcome in the academy are not only employ:tble today.
but are ofren recruited with vigor.
[n stage one, people who decide co live "divided no more"
find rhe courage [0 face punishment by realizing that there is no
punishment worse rhan conspiring in a denial of one's own integri 
ry. That axiom. inverted, shows how alternative rewards can creare
cracks in the conventional reward system and then grow in the
cracks: People stan realizing there is no reward greater rhan living
in a way that honors one's own integriry. Taken IOgether, rhe two
axioms trace a powerful veclOr of a movement's growth - from
rejecting conventional punishments to embracing alternarive
rewards.
These alternative rewards may seem frail and vulnerable when
compared [0 the raises and promotions organizations are able [0
bes[Ow on their loyalistS. So they are. [ntegriry. as the cynics say.
does not put bread on the table. But people who are drawn into a
movement generally find that scockpiling bread is not the main
issue for them. They have the bread they need and, given that,
they learn the wisdom of another saying: "People do not live on
bread alone." We live, ultimately, on our integriry.
As we explore this fourth stage, where movements retlltll ro
interseJillilillith organizations. it is important [0 re call that a healthy

Of course, the educ:ttional reform movemem is not fulfilled
whcn rhe academy grants a roehold to Ilontr:tdirional scholars, any
more than rhe black liberarion movement is fulfilled by a sociery
that "allows" blacks co make a life on its margins. The movement
will persist until rhe obvious is acknowledged : Teaching has as
111llCh right to full st:1tl1S in rhe academy as any other :1cademic
funcrion - research, arhleties, administration, lobbying, fund
raising - and ir may have even more right than some! Teaching
simply belongs in the academy, and there is no need co defend that
claim.
The defense. if any. must come from those who have promot
ed a concept of higher education so bizarre rhar ir can ignore the
quesrion of how and why we teach and learn. We are at a moment
ill rhe history of educarion when rhe emptiness of that concept is
clear - a moment when real progress on reform is possible. Thete
is much co be done rhat I have not named here, from revisioning
teaching as a legitimate form of scholarship (building on the
superb work of rhe Carnegie Foundation) 10 developing more
sophisticated strategies for change. But in rhe midst of rhose com
plexities. we must remember thar all great movements start simply:
A few people feci the pain of the divided life and resolve [0 live it
no more. In that resolve is the power [0 live our moment 10 its full
potential.

Postscript
Though rhe stages I have sketched here have historical warrant.
they obviously comprise an " ideal rype," a schematic versO
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how movements happen [hat is smoother and more hopeful in [he
writing [han in [he living. Movements offer no guaramees of suc
cess. Bu[ neither do organizations, nor life i[self. What movements

do

offer is a creative channel for energies [h:l[ might otherwise be

extinguished. They offer us an alternative [Q [he despairing cyni
cism [hat is [he constant SIlare of contemporary professional life.
DiffereIH people will find rhemst!lves ;l[ differeIH S[~g('s ot a
movemelH. Some will waf)[ [0 make a dt!cision ,lgains[ dividt!dness,
some wili need [Q join with others for SUPI)on, some will have
learn how ro "go puolic," and some wili try

[0

[0

find al[crn;][ive

rewards. Every stage has a contribution [Q make -

no[ only ro [hc

cause, bur [Q [he person.
A[ every stage of a movemcru [herc is both power ro hcll'
change happen and encouragemeru for disheanened souls.
Wherever we are on [his journey, a step taken [Q renew our spirits
may [urn our [Q be a step [Qwa[d eduGl[ional renewal understand [he movement way.

once we

THE PUBLIC
INTELLECTUAL AS
TRANSGRESSOR?
Addressing the Disconnection between Expert

and Civil Culture

By William M. Sullivan
The oddity of [his ropic lies nO[ so much in what is stared as in [he
COIHeX[, a social as well as iruellecrual context, which gives i[ imel
ligibili[y. The question [ wish [Q address is why [he notion of [he
"public imeliecw;1I," a [heme which Russell Jacoby and, most
reccntly, Roben BOYlHon, havc brought

[Q Oil[

a[[emion, seems

neady oxynlUronic [Q many, why i[ seems [Q go against expec[J
[iOIlS, w transgress [ht! usual use of language in [he la[e [WeIHie[h
century American cul[ure.'
"Public intellecwal," as both Jacoby and Boymon argue, is in
one sense redundant. The very idea of an intellec[ual once conno[
ed, from irs origins in [he EnliglHenment, a learned concern for
[he "republic of le[[ers" as a major pan of a public dialogue con
cerned with [he shaping of public opinion. I[ is only rela[ively
rcccntly [hat "ilHeliecwal" has come

[0

be applied w activities

focused on [he more restricted circles of [echnically, usually aca
demically, p[QficielH expens.
Perhaps [he best place w begin is by following Kenne[h
Burke in trying [Q gain "perspec[ive by incongruity." Consider [his
judgl11clH by Cicero, a source which also serves as a needed
reminder [hat [he so-called "Wes[ern tradi[ion" does nor speak in a
simplis[ic, monownic voice. We should, writes Cicero, beware of
raking [he conception of [he philosopher pur forward by Pla[Q in
his Republic as a sufficielH characterization of [he social responsi
bili[ies which learning imposes. "For he (Pla[Q) said tim [hey
(philosophers) are immersed in [he investigation of [he [ruth and
[hat, disdaining [he very things for which most people vigorously
strive and even flgh[ one another [Q [he death, [hey COUll[ [hem as
This article is rep rimed wirh permission of (he author.
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rom the vantage point of my vision,
focused several years hence, I ask: To
what exten~ and in what wa:ys, have
universities ~ responsible for
addre:singsociety's problems? This is what I see at the
end of the first decade of the 2(xx)'s.
In response to disgruntled voices from both inside and
outside the academy challenging them throughout the
19&)'s and 1990's to move ~ond their protected walls,
universities have become deeply engagtrl in public ~
To te il the tru th, llIliveIsi ties ~ forre! to take vigoro~
action In this direction to maintain public confidence
andsupport. Avery pa;itive rerul~ h~ is that they
have strengthened both their capacity and their willing
ness to engage the most pressing challenges then, and
still, confronting our nation and its peop~enges
related to sua:essfully competing in a global economy,
creating supportive climates for our youth, improving the
quali ty of our schools, ensuring a ~tainable environ
menL building strong communities, and coping with
lncreaslng ethnic and cultural dive~ity, to name afew.
BeUeve me, it took much more than rhetoric for uni
versities to strengthen their involvement in societal~.
It took realigning the university in several fundamental
ways. \Iaking this change was not easy, partirularly since
so many foroes in the universities supported the st.anls
quo. 'ievertheless, suffitantive change was indeed aa:om
plished. Here are several challenges that universities over
Cl.l1l e 15 :l resu It of their corrunitment to strengthen their
seed lmPact and ~tain their social covenanL

First, universities rethought their co re academic mis
sion and its relationship to issues of public conoem. At
the time, mail uni~ities described their mi§ion as
involYing teaching, re;earch, and service with each tre2.Le:
as separate and conceptually distinct from the othe~.
After much deIil:eration, some of it quite healed, univer
sities agreai that, in fact, their fundamental mi§ion is
to promote learning aa:ornplished through the discover,
transm.ission, and application of knowledge. These vari
o~ forms of scholarship strengthen and inform each
other and may take place in a variety of setting; invoIv
ing avariety of Iearn~ both on and off campus.
Keeping in mind the llIliveIsi ty's fundamental ffiis) ior
to promote learning through vario~ fo~ of scholar
ship, they further agreed that universities do not solve
sodoi problems nor sOOuJd they be ex{mai to do so.
Rathe!; the responsibility of uni\~ties is to promote
learning related to thale problems so that tha;e who are
responsible for their resolution can make informed judg
ments, Promoting this learning, they posi ted, could best
be aa:omplished through a variety of knowle:ige-based
activities including applied research, tfchnica1 assistance.
demonstration projec1S, impact evaluation, policy analy
sis, as ~ as instructional offering; designed to ~
insights and promote understanding. This view of the
unive~ity's nllilion and its role in addressing social
problems has, since the mid-2(xx)'s, provided the found;;. ·
tion on which they have built a broad range of e.xtemal
parmm[6 with each partner contributing what it
tire; best

Second, univer.5ities rebalanced the faculty
and unit-level incentive and reward ~
IXspite all the past institutional rhetoric to the
a:mtrary, the primary and sometimes sole cri
terion for faculty professional advancement at
ma;t universities had been traditional forms of
research. Of COUISe, research continues to be
importan l It is, as in the past, a defining char
acteristic of the university. Ho\Y-ever, the heavy
focus on basic research betw-een the 1960's
through the 1990's allowed both undergradu
ate education and the e.xtension and applica
tion of kno\Y1edge to become marginalized.
When universities began to take seriously their
role in addressing the challenges confronting
society, they realized that they had to create
a:mditions that supported and rewarded such
work. As a result, criteria were develo~ to
evaluate the quality of afaculty member's
problem-focused scholarship. This work of a
decade ago is now being reflected in salary,
promotion, and tenure decisions. lncentives
~re also intro:luced to encourage unit-level
engagement of social issues.
Third, universities bit the proverbial "bul
ler" in allocating institutional resources and
now hold academic unit'; accountable acroo;
the full breadth of the academic mission. With
problem-focused scholarship a major institu
tional priority, obviously there needed to be
human and finandal resources to support il
University planning and budgeting processes
~re revised to create the expectation that each
major academic unit would contribute to the
full breadth of the academic mission, includ
ing the extension and application of knowl
edge to serve society. TOOay, unit'; are able to
negotiate the nature and extent of their contri
bution to each dimension of the academic
mission but not whether they have a responsi
bility to engage each dimension. Finally, uni
~ties have accepted the hard reality that
units will not make the extension and applica
tion of knowledge a high priority unless
resouree streams are available to support that
activity and they will be held accountable for
performance.
Fourth, universities subsequently strength
ened their capadty to organize knowledge
around problems as ~ll as around disci
plines. Even tOOay, this is e2Sf to advocate but
much more difficult to achieve. Each disci
pline still tends to approach problems with it';
own theories, concept';, and language, which
c:m become a formidable obstacle when trying
to organize interdisdplinary problem-focused

scholarship. ~rmeless, the majority of uni
versities, committed to engaging effecti~ly
society's mC6t complex problems, are continu
ally creating opportuni ties and 0 rganizational
structures that encourage collaboration acroo;
the disciplines.
Fifth. universities are doing a better job of
preparing faculty to apply their scholarship
in e.xternal settings. Working effecti~ly in the
public arena requires more than subject-area
coffiI:€tence. It requires that facuity members
understand how to engage in scholarship that
is client centered and sensitive to context
Scholars must understand how to assess client
needs, use language that the cllent under
stands, be sensitive to client culture and val
ues, and promote interventions that build
cllent capacity. It is essential that all recognize
that the partnership between a faculty mem
ber and an e.'Ctemal cllent must be built on the
understanding that each has the capacity to
be both le3Cher and learner. Developing these
faculty skills has required new app roaches in
both gr...duate student training and faculty
development acro;s the professional lifespan.
For e.xamp Ie, along with teaching and
research JSSistant';hips, universities have
created gr:uiuate JSSistant';hips that offer
opportunities to extend and apply knowledge
in real world settings.
Finally, the university now has leaders at all
levels who are committed to a full and active
partnership with society. Universities hire pres
idents, prova;!S, deans, and chairs who have
demonstrated their commitment to this work.
Governing boards are carefully educated con
cerning both the potential and risks associated
with the university's involvement in social
issues. Senior faculty leaders are encouraged
to e.xtend their scholarship into the public
arena and to become models and mentors for
others. L'ltimately, of course, the universities'
valued contribution to issues of public concern
has been made pa;sible by the motivational
foree, skillful guidance, and consistent societal
service path of leaders who pa:;sess vision,
commitment, courage, and the strategic skills
necessary to accompUsh the institutional
realignment process.
There were many forces that resisted
realigning the university in way.; that I have
described. .-\s you can ~ll imagine, change of
any sort was a threat to those who had avested
interest in the status quo. However, there \Yere
also forces that IliDrked on behalf of realign
ment They \l,-ere represented by the voioes of

business ~e1Cers, small manuf~,
care pro,iders, fanners, teachers, social
ers, gO~'T'ur:ent offidals, oommunity
and dtizer.s who demanded that the uni~i
ties they h:!d creatro and sustained become
full partners in addressing the challenges that
they \\£re ronfronting.
The stakes ~re high. Uni.. .ersities had little
time to laiC in realignin g to su pport the needs
of conteInfXlrary sodety. American universities
had historically received enormous public
support 00::ause they \Yere see~ as central to
advandng the public agenda. ReestabUshing
the unive.rsi ty's sodal ali gnrr.e.'1 t in an era of
unprecedented sodal dislocar:ion and change
engulfing :he nation at the e~d of the millen
nium was a leadership challenge that uni~
sities ultimately took on with creativity and
commitme!ll
By the late 19&)'s and early 1990's, uni~r
sities such as Oregon State, \tinnesota, dem
son, WISCOnsin-Madison, and \-Uchigan State
had aIrea!t; embarked on major realignment
effoI1S to strengthen their ties ';'i th society.
Following lle lead of these CJ.mpuses, other
pioneers !;egan the realignment process, ron
fuming that 'Nid£5pread repcsitioning and
restructuring ~re possible and, indeed,
gorating. Today, mast universities have
embrami the new social covenanl Both soci
ety and universities see the benefil The public
has increased its support of universities
beca.~ they are seen as indes[,ensible part
ners in ~ing society's mast pressing
challenges. Universities, basking in new pres
tige and public support, affirm that the risks
associated with large-scale realignment were
well worth the efforL ,

Note: This article is a revision of "Renew
ing the Univ-ersity's Social Covenant The
Leadership Challenge," which ap~ in
Focus (Volume 9, Number 1, May 1995),
the ne\llSletter of the WKKeUogg Foundation
National FeUo~hip Program.
Connie McKenna initiated discussion with
Votruba about envisioning the future and
wrote the revised version wi th Jim's enthusias
tic collaboration.
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Activity
I

Sub-Grants

Faculty Development

Faculty Recruitment

Senior Facultx Fellow Grants
for a senior faculty leader to
provide leadership to Facully
Fellows (Each state)
Facultx Fellows Retreats
Cam12us-Based Worksho12 Training
Gathermgs and
Technical Assistance Individuals will attend this workshop Fellows will gather three times a
year for training and mutual support
to learn how to develop service
learning workshops on their campuses (Each state)
(Collaborative)
Senior Facultx Fellows Meeting
At the beginning and end of each
Campus-Based Workshop Series
grant year, lite Senior Fellows from
Attendees of the Campus-Based
each state will gather for training,
Workshop Training will conduct
reflection, and evaluation
workshops on their campuses which
(Collaborative)
will be advertised statewide
(Each state)
Facultx Fellows Workshop Series
Conducted by Faculty Fellows on
Travel Scholarships
to individuals to present their work at critical issues in service learning i.e.
roles and responsibilities, action
conferences (Each state)
research, portfolio development.
Service Learning Workshop
Documenting the Scholarship of
I PublIcatIOns
Curriculum Guide
Engagement
Faculty Fellows CurriclllulIl Guid(~
Speci(/I issue of the M iciligall Journal
of Commllnity Service Learning
on Research and Assessment
Service Learning: Methods of
Assessment
Research ProJect
Research Project
Research
on faculty motives and obstacles to
on faculty motives and obstacles to
community engagement_
c_ommunity engagement
'--~--

Institutional Development

Universities as ( ililells
Scholarshio of I-<ngagement MinI Gran Facultx Fellows (jrants
for faculty leadership and modeling Development Grants
for faculty to connect their teaching
of the integration of teaching,
for projects to strengthen the role of
research or service to community
colleges and universities as institutional
research, and service through
engagement. (Each state)
community engagement (Each state) citizens

-

-

Universities as Citi;;ens
Summer Planning Institutes
for colleges and universities to plan
initiatives to strengthen their role as
institutional citizens (Collaborative)

I

,

i

Ulliversities as Citiz.ens Collo({uiums
One colloquium per semester with national
speaker and time for discussion
(Collaborative)

I
I
I

I

I

I

I

I

Universities as Citizens Book

Research Project
on institutionalization of community
engagement

INDIANA CAMPUS COMPACT
SUMlVIARY OF PROGRAMS AND ACTIVITIES
1996-97
PROGRAMS
Combining Communitv Service with Academic Study
•

Awarded 17 course development grants (6 in general disciplines, 2 in the S.cience, Engineering, Architecture,
Mathematics and Computer S.cience [SEAJ.V1S] , and 9 in education).

•

Selected 10 new Faculty Fellows and one Senior Fellow (6 general disciplines, 3 SEAMS disciplines. Jnd 2
education).

•

The eight Service Learning Coordinators (SLC) partnerships continued. Hosted an SLC Summer Planning
Institute on July 29-30, 1996 at Butler University. SLC partnerships developed year-long action plans and
attended workshops on sustainability, fundraising, and partnership building.

•

Published several articles on the Faculty Fellows project:

Engaging and Supporting Faculty in Service Learning by RG. Bringle, 1.A. Hatcher, and R.C. Games.
Published in the Spring 1997 issue of the Journal of Public Service and Outreach (JPSO).
Universities as Citizens: Boyer's Vision, Service Learning's Role by K.L. Lankford and RC. Games.
Published in the Spring 1997 issue of Expanding Boundaries, the Corporation for ~ational Service·s
Learn and Serve America: Higher Education magazine.
Faculty Fellows Program: Integrated Professional Development through Community Service by RC.
Games, RG. Bringle, C. Ludlum, R Osgood, and R Osborne. In press, Michigall Journal of
Community Service Learning.
•

Presented at several conferences on the Faculty Fellows Project.

Developing Students through Communitv Service

•

Awarded 33 Community Service Mini-Grants during two rounds (25 in the fall and 9 in the spring).

•

Organized transportation and lodging for 17 students, staff, and faculty to attend the 1997 National
Conference on Student Community Service (the COOL Conference) on March 13-16, 1997 in Cleveland,
Ohio.

•

Organized a three workshop college student track at the 3rd Annual Partnership Conference, April 11, 1997.

•

Selected the First Annual Richard 1. Wood Student Community Commitment Award recipients - Fatima
Hyder, Earlham College and Colleen Frazier, Indiana University East. Awards were presented by Richard 1.
Wood at the Third Annual Partnerships Conference Awards Banquet on April 10, 1997.

• Awarded 18 Side By Side grants ( 8 - 1st round, 10 - 2nd round). Side by Side grants are for community
service projects designed and implemented by college students and youth in equal partnership.

Building a Sustainable Network
Continued to develop the Advisory Board. Held four meetings (September, November, January, April). The
Executive Committee continued to provide oversight of the Advisory Board and guidance to the Executive
Director. Faculty Fellows and Community Service Mini grantees presented at the November and January
meetings, respectively.

(over)

•

President Alan Harre of Valparaiso University began his term as Presidents' Board chair on July 1, 1996 .
President Harre, President Parker Marden of Manchester College, President Daniel Felicetti of Marion
College, President John Worthen of Ball State University, and President Edward Malloy of the University of
Notre Dame, attended Campus Compact's Presidents' Leadership Colloquium prior to the ACE Conference i
March.

•

Co-sponsored the Third A.nnual Partnerships Conference: Community, Service, Learning in Indiana on April
la-II, 1997. Co-sponsors were the Indiana Department of Education, Indiana Commission on Community
Service, Indiana University Center on Philanthropy, Indiana Office of the Corporation for National Service,
IUPUI Office of Service Learning, and Youth as Resources of Southwestern Indiana. Frank Newman
presented the keynote speech at the Thursday evening awards banquet. Suellen Reed, Richard Wood, and
Governor and Mrs. Frank O'Bannon presented statewide awards. The April 11 th conference presented 21
workshops in seven tracks including fundraising, college srudents, and Universities as Citizens.

Embeddin~

Service Learning into Teacher Education (ESTEl

•

Indiana Department of Education (mOE) received a grant from the Corporation for National Service's Chief
Executive Officer's Fund for the Advancement of Service Learning. Indiana Campus Compact is the mOE's
partner in implementing this project to infuse service learning into teacher education.

•

Awarded 9 course development grants for faculty to develop service learning courses.

•

Held a meeting of Deans of Schools of Education on February 7,1997. This meeting was attended by nearly
30 representatives of 17 Schools of Education.

•

Selected five schools to participate in the ESTE Summer Planning Instirute (Ball State University, Indiana
State University, Indiana University Northwest, Indiana University Southeast, and Purdue University).

•

Will hold the ESTE Summer Planning Instirute on July 13-17, 1997 at the Seasons Lodge in Brown County.

•

Will award S10,000/each ESTE implementation grants to schools who attend the ESTE Summer Planning
Instirute and successfully develop a comprehensive action plan that aligns with the goals of the ESTE project.

Un iv ers_itieS-----'ls_ Citize ns
•

Awarded a grant from PSI's Cinergy Foundation to pilot the Universities as Citizens project.

•

Held three Universities as Citizens colloquiums on the campus of IUPUI. Alexander Astin, James Votruba,
and Mary Walshok served as keynote speakers. Afternoon working sessions were held after each colloquium.
In total, nearly 125 faculty, staff, srudents, administrators, community representatives attended the
colloquiums.

•

Published proceedings of the Fall Colloquiums and distributed nationally.

•

Submitted a Universities as Citizens book prospecrus to three publishers. Received letter of interest from
Jossey-Bass and are currently in the second stage of negotiations.

•

Planned and implemented a Universities as Citizens track at the Third A.nnual Partnership Conference.

•

Will hold a Universities as Citizens Summer Planning Institute on June 16-18, 1997 at the University Place
Conference Center. In addition to Indiana, colleges and universities from lllinois, Michigan, and Ohio have
been invited to participate in this instirute.

•

Submitted a Learn & Serve: Higher Education grant proposal to the Corporation for National Service. If
funded the program would continue the Universities as Citizens project with implementation grants,
colloquiums, publications, and research.

Michigan Campus Compact
AN OVERVIEW
31 Kellogg Center, East Lansing, MI 48824-1022
E-Mail: MCC1989@aol.com Phone: (517) 353-9393 Fax: (517) 355-3302

Michigan Campus Compact is affiliated with Michigan Nonprofit Association
Director: Lisa McGettigan
•

The Michigan Campus Compact (MCC) is a coalition of Michigan's university and college presidents
whose purpose is to facilitate on their campuses a commitment to community service that will lead
students to develop a life-long service ethic and will promote service learning in the curriculum.

•

MCC promotes "educational citizenship" by helping campuses encourage service and service learning
experiences which develop students' sense of civic responsibility. Compact members believe that direct
contact with social problems and efforts to solve them allows students to reflect critically on the world
around them and encourages them to take an active role in their community. These experiences lay the
foundation for a life-long ethic of public responsibility and community service.

•

This ethic serves both the general community and the student. Skills gained in service experiences are
applicable far beyond graduation from college. Through these efforts students develop skills such as:
leadership, listening, problem-solving, team-building, collaboration, and self-discipline. Students learn
initiative and responsibility. Direct involvement gives them a greater understanding of the issues facing
our nation. It increases their commionent to solving problems and better prepares them for living in a
multicultural society.

•

Fonned in 1989 as one of the nation's first statewide campus compacts, MCC is composed of public
and private, four-year and two-year institutions of higher education in Michigan. Through its
membership, MCC is strengthening existing community service programs, encouraging the creation of
new ones, promoting academic service learning, and advocating public policies that advance student
community service while fostering cooperation between the public and private educational sectors .
Membership in the Michigan Campus Compact includes many benefits:

•

Technical Assistance - MCC provides assistance in a variety offorms. Consultant Service - The
MCC staff consults with each member institution about ways to strengthen or expand its community
service program. Members receive at least one on-site visit a year from the director of MCC.
SeminarslWorkshops - MCC sponsors numerous workshops and conferences on important issues
including mentoring, integrating service into the curriculum and leadership development. Every
summer, the MCC Student Service Leadership Conference, held at Camp Miniwanca., engages over
100 students from across Michigan in developing annual action plans for community service efforts on
their respective campuses. A Faculty! Administrator Institute is held annually for faculty and
administrators from member institutions Its purpose is to discuss methods of infusing service into the
curriculum and means of creating institutional support for those faculty that do service learning.

•

Student Leadership Development - Students from member institutions have the opportunity to
participate in SCAN (Student Community Action Network). SCAN is an action-oriented. student
focused task force composed of two students from each member institution. established to insure that
student voices in Michigan are heard. SCAN provides a forum for students statewide to network.
collaborate, and disseminate information. Monthly meetings also contain an educational component led
by students. SCAN sponsored the first Student Service Learn.in2 Winter Workshop in January
1996.

•

Grants - As funding is available, MCC awards Venture Grants to individuals or groups from member
institutions to encourage the development of innovative public and community service projects.
Projects may be initiated by students, faculty or staff. Funded projects may include direct service
activities, research and evaluation, curriculum initiatives, leadership training and the testing of model
programs. From 1989  1995, through financial support from the W. K. Kellogg Foundation, MCC
has funded 130 Venture Grants totaling $400,000.

•

Opportunities for Networking and the Development of Leadership Skills - Committee meetin2s,
seminars, and workshops are scheduled throughout the year to facilitate the discussion of ideas .
MCC manages a list serve for faculty, staff, and student groups among MCC member institutions .

•

Resource Library - MCC's Resource Library functions as a statewide clearinghouse, providing
resource materials from a variety of sources to its member institutions. A resource bibliography details
academic, technical, and practical information available in the office. MCC also distributes materials
from the national Campus Compact and other affiliates such as Youth Service America. In addition.,
MCC will publish two quarterly newsletters and informational pamphlets in the near future as well
as swrunaries of funded projects and an annual report.

•

Student Community Service Awards - MCC annually recognizes students in Michigan Campus
Compact member institutions at the Annual Recognition Ceremony for their outstanding
contributions to community service in their communities.

•

Faculty/Staff Community Service Learning Awards - The Faculty/Staff Community Service
Learning Award recognizes outstanding faculty/staff who promote student involvement in community
service or service learning .
The Michigan Campus Compact endeavors to use the collective expertise and experience of its
participant campuses in establishing a common base of knowledge from which to build a more effective
community service network. It seeks to utitiate new projects and to enhance those already in existence.
It works to generate new ideas, to build consensus on issues, to assist collaborative efforts, to foster
public awareness, to encourage greater communication and to provide new program incentives, all with
the larger objective of encouraging life-long cOmmitment to community service.

Campus Compact The Project for Public and Community Service is a national
coalition of 547 college and university presidents committed to helping students
develop the values and skills of citizenship through participation in public and
community service. It is the only national higher education organization whose
primary purpose is to support academically based public and COInmu.."'Iity service.
Campus Compact assists its member campuses through a network of 21 state
Compact offices and its centers for community colleges and historically black
colleges and universities (hosted by Maricopa Community Colleges and Spelman
College, respectively). Member campuses are bonded together as a coalition, actively
supporting presidents, fac.. .tlty, staff and students to reach into the community to
build partnerships and to improve the social and economic well-being of our
American communities.
Campus Compact Proje¢.s
Sin~ 1985 Campus Compact has
• provided seed grants, information referrals, and consultation to member
campuses to strengthen campus-based service programs;
• helped shape federal, state, and local policy;
• organized institutes and developed resource materials to support and expar,d the
role of faculty in service initiatives t.lu'ough the Project on Integrating Service and
Academic StudY'
• developed the Campus Partners in Learning mentoring initiative to pair college
students with middle 56001 students in long term, developmental relationships;
• promoted national awareness of the educational and societal benefits of
community service through its media efforts; and
• offered the annual Howard R. Swearer Student Humanitarian Awards to
recognize outstanding student community service and the Thomas Ehrlich
Faculty Award for Serlice Learning to honor faculty support of integrating service
into the curriculum.
J

'

Membership
To join Campus Compact, the college or university president signs a letter of
commitment to the principles of the Compact, names five staff liaisons on his or
her campus, and submits a membership fee based on full-lime equivalent
undergraduate enrollment. In states where state compacts exist, presidents jOin
through that state office.
For more information, contact
Campus Compact, Box 1975, Brown University, Providence, RI 02912,401-863-1119.
Campus Compact is a project of :M Education Commission of ~ht States .
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1997 - 98 UPCO
CONFERENCE
Points of Light Foundation

CONFERENCES

DATE

LOCATION

FURTHER INFORMATION

June29-July2,1997

New York City, NY

202-223-500 I

October 3 - 5, 1997

Dcnison University

Ohio Campus Compact

1997 National Community Service
Conference
Ohio Campus Compact

Granville, Ohio

Fall Conference
NSEE 1997 National Conference

October 22 - 25, 1997

Kansas City, MO

614-376-4834
National Society for Experiential Education
3509 Haworth Drive, Suite 207

(National Society for Experiential

Raleigh, NC 27609-7229

Education)
November 7 - 9, 1997

Break Away

University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Ml

The Fourth National Conference:

615-343-0385
BRAKAWA Y@ctrvax.vanderbill.edu
http://www.vanderbill.edu/breakaway

Connecting Campuses and
Communities
National Dropout Prevention

November 9 - 11, 1997

New Orleans, LA

January 29 - February I, 1998

Orlando

616-929-0044

Network Conference
Behind the Mask: A Child Worth
Saving
AAHE Faculty Roles and Rewards

aaheffrr@aahe.org

Conference
I

AAHE National Conference on

March 21 - 24, 1998

Atlanta, GA

April 19 - 22, 1999

Minneapolis & Sl. Paul MN

mmanes@aahe.org

Higher Education
NYLC

oneworlJ98@aol.com

Ninth Annual National
Service-Learning Conference
AAHE National Conference on

http://www.nylc.org
June 13 - 17, 1998
(tentative)

Assessment
-

-

Information to be mailed in November, 1997

Cincinnati,OH

mdomcnech@aahc.org
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INDIANA
CAMPUS COMPACT
MEiVIBER INSTITUTIONS: Ball State University· Butler University
DePauw University· Earlham College· Holy Cross College· Indiana State University
Indiana University . Manchester College . Marian College . Purdue University
Taylor University· University of Evansville' University of Notre Dame . Valparaiso University

May 20,1997
Dear Colleague:
Indiana Campus Compact is pleased to announce the third year of the Learn and Serve
Faculty Fellows program. This unique opportunity provides support for faculty to
integrate community engagement and service learning into all aspects of their professional
development (teaching, research, and service).
.
Enclosed please find a request for proposals (RFP) for the program. Through a statewide
competition, nine Learn and Serve Faculty Fellows will be selected. Two of the Fellows
will be chosen specifically from among the ,S.cience, Engineering, Architectural,
Mathematics, and Computer ,S.cience (SEAl\1S) disciplines and two will be selected from
schools of education. The remaining five Fellows will be chosen from among all
disciplines.
We invite proposals from faculty in collaboration with community based organizations for
projects that connect faculty professional life to the communities in which they live.
The RFP contains information about the program, application process, and timeline. The

deadline for receipt of proposals is Friday. September 26. 1997.
The length of the fellowship will be 10 months with the term beginning October I, 1997
and ending July 31, 1998. Each Fellow will be awarded $4,000. This award will consist
of a) $3,600 to buy release time (e.g. salary for part-time replacement), to compensate
Fellow for time spent on program, and/or expenses related to the Fellows program (e.g. in
state travel or expenses related to service to community based organization) and b) $400 for
travel to a national conference. In addition, each Fellow will be responsible for a $1,000
departmental match.
Funding for this project is made available through the Corporation for National Service,
Campus Compact, and a partnership with the Indiana Department of Education.
If you are interested in reading more about the Faculty Fellows program, please call Indiana
Campus Compact to request a draft of an anicle about the program that will be published in
the Fall 1997 issue of the Michigan Journal of Community Service Learning.
Please circulate the RFP to any faculty that might be interested. If you have any questions,

~:runpu;;;=oo

~

Richard
Executive Director

Dr. Randall Osborne

£)JfL

1997 -98 Senior Faculty Fellow
Indiana Campus Compact

c/o University Place Conference Center
850 West Michigan . Suite 200 . Indianapolis. IN 46202
317 -27 4-6500 . FAX 317 -27 4-6510

Brian Hiltunen ·
Project Director

INDIANA CAIVIPUS COMPACT

LEARN AND SERVE FACULTY FELLOWS PROGRAM
1997-98 REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS
Introduction
The Learn and Serve Faculty Fellows program is designed to establish a new model for faculty professional
development. This model is premised on the idea that community service provides an excellent means by which
the three components of faculty professional development (teaching, research, and service) can support and
strengthen each other.
In the first two years of the program, sixteen Faculty Fellows representing twelve different disciplines from nine
different campuses were selected. Faculty Fellows successfully integrated community service into aU aspects of
their professional development. For example, one Faculty Fellow taught an ethics course that involved students
providing service to Aids Task Force Richmond. The faculty member provided professional service to the task
force by designing a series of AIDS HIV education workshops for public school teachers and other educators.
The faculty member connected her service to research on citizenship and moral discourse.
In an effort to build a strong and productive social and intellectual community, the Faculty Fellows were linked
through retreats, a listserv, conference calls, group projects, and Indiana Campus Compact events. This effort to
promote community among the Faculty Fellows is viewed as central to the success of the program.

Pro2ram Description
In the 1997-98 academic year, Indiana Campus Compact will award nine Learn and Serve Faculty Fellowships.
These scholars will be chosen through a competitive, statewide process outlined below. Two of the Fellows will
----Le chosen exclusively from the Science, Engineering, Architectural, Mathematics, and Computer Science
(SEAlV1S) disciplines and two more will be chosen from schools of education. The remaining five will be selected
from among all disciplines.

All nine Faculty Fellows will be involved in an effort to infuse community service into teaching, research and
service. First, each Faculty Fellow will be required to perfonn service for a community organization. This
community service will be related to the Fellow's academic discipline or the Fellow's expertise as an educator.
Second, Faculty Fellows will design a research, scholarly, or artistic creation relating to the service perfonned
with the community organization or to the practice of service learning. Third, each Faculty Fellow will offer a
service learning course within the grant year (October 1, 1997 - July 31,1998). By engaging faculty members in
service learning pedagogy, service based research, and community service, the Faculty Fellows program will
provide the participating institutions with spokespeople capable of demonstrating that service learning is not
ancillary but integral to faculty teaching, research, and service. Indiana Campus Compact believes that this will
increase the quality of service learning; increase the weight given to service learning when promotion, tenure, and
merit increase evaluations are made; and legitimatize service learning as a pedagogy by increasing the number of
service learning courses.
To provide leadership and guidance to the Faculty Fellows, a faculty member from among the last year's Faculty
Fellows' class has been chosen to serve as a Senior Fellow. The Senior Fellow will aid in the design and
evaluation of the program by assisting with planning and leading of three Faculty Fellows retreats; mentoring
Faculty Fellows; modeling research by designing and commencing a research project that relates to service;
chairing the Faculty Fellows selection committee; and sitting on the project evaluation team.
Indiana Campus Compact is committed to supporting faculty after their year as a Faculty Fellow by offering them
opportunities to come together at retreats, including them on a listserv, and engaging them with other Indiana
Campus Compact activities.
unds for this project are made possible through the Corporation for National Service under the Leam and Serve
America: Higher Education program area. The Corporation for National Service seeks to support efforts to make
service an integral part of the education and life experiences of students in the nation's colleges and universities. It

is' primarily interested in supporting campus-based service-learning programs that directly and demonstrably
benefit both the community and the students who serve, meeting unmet educational, public safety, human and
environmental needs. Additional funds have been made available through a grant from Campus Compact and a
artnership with the Indiana Department of Education.
Faculty Fellow Responsibilities:
1)

2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)

Service: Provide research, scholarship, and/or expertise to meet a community organization's
stated need. The service provided will be one that will have otherwise had to have been purchased by
the community organization. For example, facilitating a strategic planning process, devdoping a
marketing strategy, or doing a needs analysis.
Research: Design a research, scholarly, or artistic project within their discipline that relates either
to the service perfonned (see #1) or to the practice of service learning.
Teaching: Offer a service learning course within the grant year (October 1, 1997- July 31, 1998).
Provide encouragement, advice, and support to faculty members resulting in the creation of service
learning courses.
Participate in 3 retreats (lone-day and 2 two-day retreats). Please note that the first retreat is
scheduled for October 24-25, 1997.
Facilitate at least one faculty service learning workshop at their institution.
Participate on a Faculty Fellows electronic mail discussion list.
Attend at least one national conference on service learning or attend a disciplinary conference where you
will be making a presentation on service learning.
Participate in a Faculty Fellows group project.
Develop a portfolio of work accomplished as a Fellow.

Application Contents
1 proposals must be typewritten and contain the following:
Title Page (fonn attached) Must be signed by university official who has
authority to accept faculty grants
Abstract: Briefly describe the content of the proposal (double spaced not to exceed
one page)
Proposal Narrative: (length - four to six double spaced pages) The proposal narrative should:
Describe how service will be integrated into your course(s);
Identify a community organization with which you will work toward meeting
a community need. Include a description of the need(s) addressed by the agency, and an indication
of the types of service you will contribute (this should be service that you perfonn not service
associated with a course you teach).
Describe the disciplinary research or creative activity that you will be engaged in as a Faculty
Fellow. Show how community service or service learning will be incorporated;
Describe the strategies you will use in recruiting other faculty members to develop
service learning courses.
Describe how service learning fits into your philosophy of professional development.
Describe how you will continue to model the integration of community service in your teaching,
research, and service past the Fellowship year
Letters of Support:
Include a letter from the appropriate person at the community agency where you 'will be performing
your service indicating the agency's willingness to work with you in developing a service plan.
Provide letters of support from your chair and dean. The letter from your chair should contain a
commitment to the $1,000 departmental match.

Completed Objective Forms
Include completed participant, community, and institutional impact objective forms. (See attached
appendices for forms) These should be based on the teaching, research. and service to be done as
a Faculty Fellow. Complete up to three worksheets (one per objective) for each of the three areas
of impact (community, participant, institutional). The application should contain no more than nine
worksheets (See attached appendices for sample objective worksheets).
*Please note that participant impact refers exclusively to college students.

.Budget and Budget Narrative: A detailed budget should be included showing how funds are to be
expended. The award and match are described in the Fellowship Terms section.

Selection Criteria
Proposals will be reviewed according to the following:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Quality of the plan to integrate community service into teaching, research. and
service.
Strength of participant, community, and institutional objectives.
Capacity to deliver outcomes.
Quality of the relationships between individual faculty and community based organization.
Institutional commitment to service learning.
Evidence that the candidate will continue to model the integration of community service into
teaching, research, and service past the grant period.
Conunitment to act as resource to other faculty at the candidate's institution.
Potential for improving and advancing service learning practice and research, disciplinary
research related to community service, and faculty/community collaboration.

Fellowship Terms:
The length of the fellowship will be 10 months with the term beginning October I, 1997 and ending July 31,
1998. Each Fellow will be awarded 54,000. This award will consist of a) $3,600 to buy release time (e.g. salary
for part-time replacement) to compensate Fellow for time spent on program, and/or expenses related to the
Fellows program (e.g. in-state travel) and b) $400 for travel to a national conference. In addition, each Fellow
will be responsible for a S1,000 match. This match should come from institutional funds (e.g. departmental
budget). The match could include indirect cost and costs related to Fellows program including: support staff,
research expenses, travel, research assistant, and office supplies.

Eligibility:
Faculty from Indiana Campus Compact member campuses are eligible to apply. Faculty from all disciplines and
professional schools are encouraged to apply. Current Faculty Fellows and alumni may apply, however,
preference will be given to new applicants with quality proposals.

Timeline:
September 26, 1997

Faculty Fellows Proposals Due To:

Indiana Campus Compact
c/o University Place Conference Center
850 West Michigan, Suite 200
Indianapolis, IN 46202
(No Faxed Proposals Will Be Accepted)
September 29, 1997

Faculty Fellows Proposals Reviewed and Fellows Selected

September 30, 1997

Faculty Fellows Notified of Selection

October 24-25, 1997

First Program Retreat (to be held in Indianapolis)

Reportin2 Requirements:
culty Fellows will be responsible for:
- tracking progress and providing evaluation to Indiana Campus Compact.
- completing all Corporation for National Service and Indiana Campus Compact evaluation forms.
- completing monthly programmatic reports.
- submitting a portfolio of work as a Faculty Fellow.
- submitting quarterly fiscal reports (These reports will be completed by the
appropriate fiscal agent at each Fellow's institution).

Indiana Camgus Compact:
Indiana Campus Compact is a statewide consortium of 25 public and private college and university campuses that
sustains and strengthens an institutional commitment to community service and the development of a lifelong
service ethic. Based upon our mission and commitment to service learning, Indiana Campus Compact's goals are
to: 1) improve the quality of teaching and learning, 2) su.pport the development ofIndiana communities, 3)
promote increased civic responsibility, 4) prepare students for service to society, and 5) promote presidential and
student leadership.

For More Information:
Contact Brian Hiltunen, Project Director, Indiana Campus Compact, (317) 274-6500.

INDIANA CAMPUS COMPACT

LEARN AND SERVE FACULTY FELLOWS APPLICATION
1997-98

Applicant (Name and Title): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Department:
CollegelUniversity:
Address:

Fax: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ E-mail: _ _ _ _ __

Telephone:

(if applicable)

Name of Collaborating Community Organization(s): _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Brief Description of Proposal:

Authorized Fiscal Agent Signature(s):
Address:

PROPOSALS MUST BE RECEIVED IN THE INDIANA CAMPUS
COMPACT OFFICE BY SEPTEMBER 26. 1997. SEND APPLICATIONS
TO:
Indiana Campus Compact

clo University Place Conference Center
850 W. Michigan, Suite 200
Indianapolis, IN 46202
For more infonnation, contact Brian Hiltunen, Project Director, at (3l7) 274-6500 . .

Objectives Worksheet
Using copies of this blank worksheet, provide up to three objectives in each of the three impact areas:
community, participant, and institution. Use a separate worksheet for each objective. For each
objective, check the relevant impact area, and answer all five questions. For specific instructions and
examples, contact your program officer.

This objective is related to:

a

Community impact

a

Participant impact

•

Institutional impact

1.

What work will be done?

What activities will the program undertake?

2.

What is the expected result of the work or activities described above?

3.

How wiII you measure the impact of your activities or quality of your work?

4.

By what standard will you gauge success?

5.

How many indiTJiduais will benqit?

Objective statement:

3

.

Objectives Worksheet
Using copies of this blank worksheet, provide up to three objectives in each of the three impact areas:
community, participant. and institution. Use a separate worksheet for each objective. For each
objective, check !;he relevant impact area, and answer all five questions. For specific instructions and
examples. contact your program officer.

This objective is related to:

a

Community impact

•

Participant impact

a

Institutional impact

1.

What work will be done?

What activities will the program undertake?

2.

What is the expected result of the work or activities desCTibed above?

3. How will you measure the impact of your activities or quality of your work?

4.

By what standard will you gauge success?

5.

How many indi'vidlUlls will benefit?

Objective statement:

3

Objectives Worksheet
Using copies of this blank worksheet, provide up to three objectives in each of the three impact areas:
community, participant, and institution .. Use a separate worksheet for each objective. For each
objective, check the relevant impact area, and answer all five questions. For specific instructions and
examples, contact your program officer.

This objective is related to:
•

Community impact

o

Participant impact

o

Institutional impact

1.

W7uzt work will be done?

What activities will the program undertake?

2.

What is the expected result of the work or activities described above?

3.

How will you measure the impact of your activities or qlUllity of your work?

4.

By what standard will you gauge success?

5.

How T1Ulny indiTliduals will bentfit?

Objective statement:

3

OBJECTIVE WORKSHEET
HELP SHEET

LEARl'i AND SERVE AMEFJCA: HIGHER EOUCA nON
ASSESSING ANNUAL OBJECTIVES

,

'.

Every program that receives Learn and Serve America: Higher Education
funding must monitor and evaluate program success based on objectives that the
program and Learn and Serve staffs have agreed upon. This document contains a
set of guidelines that Corporation staff will use to assess the quality of the program
objectives and related evaluation activities.
There are several elements we expect in the monitoring and evaluation
components of your Learn and Serve America program:
•
•
•
•

A mission statement
A set of annual objectives-related data
A plan for continuous program improvemer\t
A system for collecting additional descriptive and
demographic data required by the Corporation
MISSION STATI:MENT

The mission statement is the broadest, least specific statement of what a
program hopes to accomplish. Some mission statements may be relatively concrete:
[The program] will institutionalize service-learning by modifying campus
policies, conducting faculty development workshops on service-learning, and
funding service-learning initiatives with institutional dollars.
Others may be more visionary, providing a less immediate sense of the work a
program will do:
[The 'program] will institutionalize service-learning through campus policies
and practices.
For a mission statement, either is acceptable. We view mission statements as
expressions of hope and not necessarily as definitions of outcomes to be achil?ved.
ANNUAL OBJECTIVES

The Corporation is committed fa measuring the success, or lack of success, of
funded programs. An annual objective is a statement of what your program
believes will be the result of a year of effort, a statement about what will change.
It is possible to measure several types of change. Change could be defined in
terms 'of the process of operating a program. Generally speaking, objectives
addressing the process of operating a program are called process objectives. Here are
two examples:

• To rec:-uit 20 participants within six weeks of beginning operation.
• To hold bi-weekly reflection meetings with all participants.
These objectives address how work will get done, not what work will get done. Tnc
ultimate goal of a program is unlikely to be the placement of its participants or the
holding of meetings, although thos~ are important processes in creating a quality
program.
In contrast to process objectives are outcome objectives. Outcome objectives
focus on the end products of a program. For example:
•

To inc:"ease school attendance through a mentoring program.

Of course, a spectrum of "outcomes" exist. Setting up a mentoring program leads to
a decrease in drop-out rates which leads to increases in gr~duation rates which leads
to better job histories, and so on. The trick is to establish objectives as far along the
spectrum away from processes and towards outcomes as possible, given the
constraint of measurability in a single year.
Components of an Objective

For an objective to be useful, it must be specific enough to allow decision
makers to determine what, if any, change occurs as the result of a program's efforts;
for example, the following objective:
• To improve the reading skills of at-risk youth through tutoring.
This objective describes a service acti\'ity and a desirable outco~e, but pro\'ides no
indic~tion of how the ."improvement" will be measured or what "reading skills" the
program expects to improve. An improved objective would describe both the
desired change and a means of determining whether the change occurred:
• To improve the readins skill~ of at-risk youth through tutoring, as
m(>asured by performance on the school district's reading comprehension
test, to be administered b~fore and after the program.
We now know v,:hat change is desired (better reading skills) and how the
change ..·...ill be measured (a comprehension test), but we still lack an important
detail. How bib of a change in reading comprehension does the program hope to
achieve? That is, would you be satisfied if the average increase in test scores ....·as
one percent? RegarGiess of the answer to this question, the prublem is appar~nt.
Programs and Corporation staff need to have a common standard for measuring
whether an objective was achieved. Thus, we need a third revision of our objective:

2

-.

• To improve the readin£ skills of at-risk youth throu£h tutorin~, as
measured by an average incrt!ast! of five percent on the school district's
reading comprehension test, to be administered before and after the
program.
:

;

With this objec~ive, your program st<lff and the Corporation have a common
expectation of "how" achievement will be measured and "how big" an achievement
to expect. Setting the "how big" component of an objective requires careful
consideration and expert knowledge of your service area. Prog-:-ams that set overly
ambitious standards may fail to meet their objectives even if they are providing
high-quality services. Programs that set very low standards for success may appear
incapable of achieving substanti<ll goals, and therefore, will be unlikely to receive
Corporation support.
Only one element of our objective is missing. How many service recipients
will there be? Will the program tutor 4 students or 40? Thus, we need one last
revision for the objective to define clearly how success will be measured:
.
• To improve the reading skills of 25 at-risk youth through tutoring. as
measured by an average increase of five percent on the school district's
reading comprehension test, to be administered before and after the
program.
To summarize, each objective should include a description of:
•
•
•
•
•

The work to be done (a product or service to be provided)
A result of the work 1
A means of measuring the quality or success of the work
A standard of quality or success the program hopes to meet
Tne number of service recipients

Identifying the five components in an objective is easier in some cases than
in others. In product-oriented programs, for example, the work to be done and the
result of the work may sum almost indistinguishable (building houses, high
quality houses built). Nevertheless, it should be possible to identify each
component, even if some are inferred rather than explicit in your written objectives.
Corporation staff will review your objectives to determine that all five components
can be readily identified. To the extent that the components are missing or poorly
specified, you should be prepared to revise your objectives to make them complete.
Some examples may help to clarify how the components might be combined to
create an objective:
Example 1:

lAs a general rule of thumb, each objective statement should contain only one result.

•

To improve the mathem.:Jtics skills of at least 25 st"..ldents thr()u~h r eer
turoring. Students' tutoring needs will be determined by a di.:J~nostic test
at the beginninb~o.f the prosrJm. Students will m:lster at leJst i5~;, of their
skills that require remedi.:JtlOn, JS determined by retesting.

1.
2.
3.
. 4.

The work to be done is tutoring.
The result to be achieved is improvement in mOlthematics skills.
The measure of qU<llity a pre-test, post-test comparison.
Tne st<lndard of success is "mastery" of 75% of the skills tutored.
5. Twenty-five students benefit from the service.

Tne nature of the di<lgnostic test and the me<lning of the word "melstery" arc
not specified, so we would w.:mt to heJr more about those clements from progr.:Jm
staff. In general, however, the program hels included in this objecti\'e all the
essential eiements necessary to permit a concrete discussion of program
achievements.
Example 2:
•

Protect our Environment members will engage in lead abatement
activities in 25 public housing units during our initial year of operation,
resulting in a reduced incidence of lead poisoning among residents.
1. The work to be done is lead aba tement.

2. The result to be achieved is a reduced incidence of lead poisoning.
3. 1l":~ measure of auality· is not described.
4. The standard of success is not described.
5. Tne number of people to benefit from the acti\'it); is not specific.
Corporation staff would want to discuss with this program's staff the absence
of components 3 elnd 4, and the specifics of component 5. Tne program operators
may feel that, for this activity, components 3 and 4 and the specifics of 5 are
unnecessary. Because Corporation staff are not enyironmental experts, we would
look forward to obtaining the professional judgments of both the program's staff
and other environmentists to determine ifhhere are st<lndards of quality for such an
activit)'. Our concern is for the quality 6f the objectives, not the quantity of them.
Objectives and the Three Impacts
Learn and Serve America: Higher Education programs should provide up to
three objectives in each of the foHowing areas:
•
•
•

community impact,
participant impact, and
institutional impact.

Commu:1ity impact objectivcs must b~ dctJik~ Jnd result-orie~tcd . \,\'hill'
processes are importilnt, they must leJd dir~cdy to demons~rJble rcsults. GenerJllv,
the activity (the first component of iln objectivc) will ilddress the process, while th~
result (the second compon~nt of an objective) will Jddress the intended outcome.
For example, the activity ora community impact objective might focus on trilining
elementary school students to mediate conflict in their classrooms. While trilining
the students is critical, it is important that the skills and knowledge gained in the
training result in some kind of chilnge. In this instance, the ac:ivity (i .e., training) is
the process; the hoped for result may be a reduction in violence.
Participant impact objectives should also be framed to eVilluate end-results,
not processes; they should describe the measurable chilnges that your program plans
to produce in participilnts. For example, the activity of a participant impact objective
might focus on bi-weekly policy seminars to eXilmine the root causes of
homelessness. The result might be an improved ability to articulate constr...1ctive
policy alternatives.
Institutional impact objectives follow the same pattern as community and
participant objectives. For example, the activity an institutional impact objective
might be to hold 3 faculty seminars on service-learning, with 30 faculty
participating. The result might be 6 faculty revise 6 existing courses to incorporate
service-learning.
RE.A.LISM

Objectives must be crafted with great care, because they will be used to infer
whether your program's goals were met. Over-ambitious or unrealistic goals can
prod uce a negative evaluation, even if the program had worthwhiie
accor:1plishments. Apply your professional experience to the obje·ctives. Is a 30%
increase in comprehension skills achievable given the amount of tutoring to be
provided and the expertise of the tutors? Can neighborhood block watches produce
a 35% decrease in street crimes?
In contrast, trivial or complacent goals may raise questions about your ability
to "get things done," and will ultimately limit your potentiill for demonstrating
accomplishments. Should a program with 50 participants be expected to accomplish
more than "canvas 100 residences door-to-door to distribute information on
recycling."?
RELEVANCE

To be meaningful, objectives should be linked directly 'to the activities of the
program. Consider your objectives carefully to determine "...·hether you have set
objectives thilt will give your program an opportunity to demonstrate success.
Objectives that are set too broadly, too narrowly, or off topic will hamper your effort
to show results.

for eXJmple, imJs:m: i.l rL!blic sJ[ety rro~rJm ~hJt rroposc~ tll provide e~(o;-t
sCl\'icl!s to scnior citizens in J neighoo;-nood victimized by s:re~t c:-:mes. Thc
pros:-am proposcs to dC;,:lonstr::te success by produc:ilg J 10% rcC:..:c:ion in s:re~t
crime in their community. Thl.::-e is rCJI danse:- that thcir objective i~ too bro.Jd. A
change in crimc stJtistics could bc Jfiectcd by mJny forces th.Jt wcre [1(")t rcbted to
the ac:ivities oi J senior citizen escort prog-ram. Only if the statistics cmoloved wc:-e
res~:-icted to a specific set of crimes ""Jild collected fro 1":"1 'Nithin the prosrdm ~e:-\"icc
arc:! could we expect that the program's activities bc renec~ed in any statistic~l
c:,ailgc in the incidence of Gime.
Another program proposes to est:lblish a neighborhood recycling CC:1ter.
T.'1ey set as an objective recovering 8,000 pounds of recyclJbie materials in a yeaf.
Tnis objective is probably too narrow. Even if their goa! is achievcC, it gives lit~le
indic:tion of the impact of the program. Is 8,000 pounds J iJrge a:-:1ount or a smJll
amount? How have sen'ice reci?icr\ts been J[r'ectcd? Is the community
me~mingfully differer\t? If collecting S,OOO pOL!ncis of recyc!abics will produce a
meaningful change for some service ber\eficia:-y, there should be a measu:-Jbie way
of demonst:ating it. A measure of that chang~ shot.:lc! bc i.'"icorporated into the
objective.
Fir\ally, consider J. prog:-:lm that proposes to improve stude:;ts' re:di..~\s a:ility
ilnd plar-..s to use numbe:: of liorlry visits by elch student 4lS the mc~hod of
measuring their success. YVhile an increlse in the numbc:- of lib:-:.:-y visits wou!C
u .. doubtedly be a good thing, it will not hel? us infer whe~he: rel~ir\s skills \\"e:~
ir:1provcd. It is difficult to attibute improved reading ability to the numbe:- of lier:.:"y
v!sits conducted. A better measure ma\" be the <lbility to relc anc: comore:ler\c a
n~\\'spapc:- ar~icle.
..
J

•

•

Sample

Obj ectives Worksheet

e::c.'

Using copies of this blank worksheet. provide up to th.-ee objectives in
of the three impac: areas:
community, participant. and institution. Use a ~arate worksheet for eac:h objective.. For each
objeCive. check the relevant impact area. and answer,all five questions. For specific: :nst:uc:ions and
examples. contact your program officer.
Tftis objec:we is related to:
Q Community impact

1. W,'.1:': =r1ork rlliII be

dOrt~?

• Institutional impact
~t

ac::=ities roiII

Develop and of!er a service
and ocher supervisors.

Z.

Wrtflt

is !r..e

e~ec!zd

th~ progr~m

Learni~g

tlniUr.aJce?

worksno? for di7ision

c~a~:5

r!suit af the rllork or ac!:77if.es described abar:e?

GreaCer underscanding of service Learning aC Cne supervisory level,
leading to increased liklihood of service learning being favorabLy
considered in faculty reviews

3.

How win yau 1TWlSUrt: :r..e impact of yaur a.:::mtici ar qwz1it"f of your work?

Pre- & post-surveys

4. By wiuzt stJ:ndard TZJiIl you gauge sucass?
AC least 5 out of 7 academic supervisors (we're a very small campus!)
will indicate on the post-survey greater understanding of and supporc
for service learning.

5. How many indWidu.a.ls tDilI bmefit?
7 administrators .·those faculty they ~upervise who do service
learning (currently approximately 15--20% of full-time faculty).

5 -

st4tmrmt:I will deverop and offer a se'rvice learning workshop for
lSlon chairs and other supervisors resulting in greater understanding of
rvice learning at the supervisory level, which will lead to increased
liklihood of service learning being favorably considered ,in faculty revie~s
as measured by pre- & post-surveys. At least 5 out of 7 academic supervisors
will indicate on the post-survey greater understanding of and support for
service learning, which will benefit themselves'and those faculty they
supervise who do service learnin2- ~

Sample

Objectives Worksheet
Using copies of this blank wod:s.heet. provide up to three objectives in !:Zdt of the three :mpact areas:
community, participant. and institution. Use a. separate worksheet for eac..~ objective.. For each
objective. checlc the relevant impact area. and answer all five questions. For spedfic il'ISt:'.lctions and
examples, contact your program officer.

This

ai1j~ctfa~

is rdatd to:

.. Community impact

Q Participant impact

Q mstitution.u impact

Parcicipants w~ll assisc in the delivery of p=ogra~cing designed co
further the stated mission 0: oae of four selected comm~~ity
organizations

Z. W'nat is the c:pec:ed re;ui! oj !M worle aT u::':'if..es

des~aed abo.,,~?

Organizations w~lL be better able co ac~ieve their mission as a
result of an enhanced ability to o:fer programs.

3. How will you

metlSUr~ th~

impact of your ac!i'::if.es or qualit"f oj your 'Zoric?

By means of a service evaluation completed by directors of the
organizations.

4. By rDhat stQndaTd will you gauge sucass?

All four CBOs will indicate that the project met their objectives

5. HC1fD many i1rdir1idwzls will bmtfil?
100

ObjtditJe stJ:tcnn:t: Par tic i pan t s. w ill ass i s tin the del i ve r y 0 f pro g ram min g
designed to further the stated mission of one of four selected community
organizations, increasing the organizations' ability to achieve their
mission as a result of an enhanced ability to offer ~rogra.ms, as measured
by a service evaluation co~pleted by the directors of all four
organizations indicating that the project met their objectives.

Sample

Objectives Worksheet
Using copies of this blank worXsh.eet. provide up to three objectives in em:h of the ~ impac: areas:
community, participant. and iruti.."ution. Use a separate worksheet for eac."l objec::ive. :or eac."l
objec:ive. check tIl,: relevant impac: area. and ansHer all five questions. For specific ins:uc:tions and
examples. contact you: program officer.
.

This objer::!i11e is rdatd to:
Q Community impact

•

Participant impact

Q Instit-.ltional ir...,act

Seudenes in eeiics c~asses will e~gag~ in varied
popuiaeions oreen su~jece co s:~~eoey?es,
lo·... er incoce, persons '",ieh AI!JS, eLde:-ly

2.

WhJ:z.t is

t~

e..-;:ec!zd

r~ult

wi:i

oj :he worie or ac:::::::es riescibea abcrwt!?

Enhanced underscandi~g of
(noe jusc aceions)

3.

aceiv~:ies

i~?ac:

and

~ehical

relevance

o~

aceicudes

How wiU you measUT~ the impac of your ac!ir;if~ or qualirf oj yaru work?

Pre- & klose-essay on Cae eopic: "I beLieve ehac a person's Accieudes
hav·e noching/ a licCie/a greae deal (circle one) to do IIieh ',olheche:- eha:
person is eehical.
I chink this because ... "

4.

By what standard will you gauge sucass?

Post-essays will display increased complexity of reasoning and more
concrete, reality-based arguments
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Objective statemeot: Students in cy ethics class will en~age in varied
activities with populations often. subject to stereotypes, such as African
American, low~r iocome, persons with AIDS, the elderly, leading to enhance
understaoding of the impact and echical ralevance of acclcudes (not just
actions) as determined by a pre- & post-essay on the topic: "I believe
that a person's aCtitudes have noching/a lictle/a greac deal (circle one)
to do with whecher that person is echical. I think this because .•. 1f
Post-essays will display increased complexicy of reasoning and more
coocrete, reality-based arguments.
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